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Introduction
The amount of water which is present in material substance may represent
a critical aspect for life and product quality. Particularly, the abundance
of water vapour in air and other gases inﬂuences a wide range of physical,
chemical and biological processes with a signiﬁcant eﬀect on safety, cost and
health. For these reasons humidity measurements play an important role in
industrial, laboratory and process control applications.
Unfortunately humidity is diﬃcult to measure, both because of its wide
dynamic range and because measurements have often to be made in presence
of a large range of gases and contaminants.
Due to the importance of these measurements, in 2006 a Roadmap1 for
Humidity and Moisture Measurement was drafted [1] as a part of the EU-
ROMET iMERA (Implementing Metrology in the European Research Area
[2]) activity, whose declared intention is to increase the impact of national
investment in European metrology research and development. The roadmap
(Fig. 1) identiﬁed the main social and economic triggers that should guide
the humidity and moisture measurements and the development of novel hu-
midity standards, suggesting a coherent plan to their realisation over the next
15 years. The two identiﬁed key triggers were global warming and manufac-
turing processes. From the social and economical point of view, they mean:
the improvement of climate models through the measurement of atmospheric
water vapour; the reduction of carbon emissions, for example with humidity
measurements to optimize combustion and heat treatment processes in in-
dustries or to improve the energy-eﬃciency of buildings; the improvement of
manufacturing process control in industries where organic or reactive mate-
rials are produced or stored.
At the level of national standards and laboratories, the targets mentioned
above mean: to improve humidity standards for high temperatures and pres-
sures in non-air gases; to measure and control moisture processes in materials;
to improve relative humidity standards (direct measurement traceability of
relative humidity instead of dew point and temperature); new water vapour
1Business plan for identifying pathways for development in a ﬁeld.
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Figure 1: Roadmap for Humidity and Moisture Measurement [1]: vertical axis shows
increasing specialisation of technology towards targets; horizontal axis shows
approximate timescale.
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formulations and measurements of the saturation water vapour pressure at
a given temperature, and of the enhancement factor, aiming at an improved
representation of the non-ideality of a real humid gaseous mixture.
Therefore, this analysis indicates the necessity of an improvement both in
the ﬁeld of humidity, for which standards and traceability methods already
exist, and in the capability to determine the moisture content of material
substance, for which traceability is more problematic.
In spite of the signiﬁcant previous eﬀort in the development and im-
provement of humidity sensors and instrumentation, at present the majority
of these still require considerable care and maintenance and none is capa-
ble to cover the full dynamic range required by water vapour measurements.
Moreover, due to the typical design features of standard humidity generators,
the calibration of hygrometers are carried out at atmospheric pressure using
nitrogen or air as the carrier gas, while such conditions often signiﬁcantly
diﬀer from those encountered in real applications.
Figure 2 reviews a few basic features, such as the humidity and tempe-
rature working range, and the operating principle of some common types
of hygrometers. Some of these instruments allow a direct measurement of
relative humidity, while others derive its value indirectly from measurements
of temperature and dew point which is determined by revealing the onset of
condensation.
The challenging context of needs, targets and goals, which are relevant
for the future development of hygrometry illustrated above, provides the
initial motivation to the research work which is described and discussed in
this thesis. Here, we suggest that a microwave resonator may be used for an
accurate determination of the humidity in a variety of gases over an extended
temperature and pressure range. Also, the peculiar features of the proposed
method make it an extremely versatile technique, allowing to measure the
amount of water vapour which is present in binary humid gaseous mixtures
well away from saturation, or alternatively, to directly determine the dew
point temperature by a sensitive detection of condensation. This twofold
capability, which is possibly unique among hygrometric instrumentation, may
exceed some limits of the present devices and is likely to oﬀer a solution to
several metrological requirements.
Microwave cavity resonators in metrology date back to 1945, when they
were developed and used by Essen and co-workers for the measurement of
the speed of light c in vacuum [3]. The value of c obtained by that time,
with a relative overall accuracy of 3 parts in 10−6 (ppm), diﬀers from that
currently adopted (c = 299792458 m·s−1) [4] by only 0.1 ppm. In spite of the
metrological quality of this determination and its successive reﬁnements, the
3
Figure 2: Summary of some basic features of the main types of humidity measurements
[5].
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microwave technique for the measurement of the speed of light was later su-
perseded by more accurate optical methods. Resonant cavities newly aroused
interest in the metrological community by the end of the '70s when Moldover
and co-workers [6] ﬁrst suggested to use the purely radial modes of a spherical
acoustic resonator to increase the accuracy of speed of sound u measurements
in dilute gases. In 1986, after spending a decade of careful experimental and
theoretical research work to develop this idea, the determination of the molar
gas constant R with a relative uncertainty below 2 ppm was achieved using
a spherical acoustic resonator [7].
In the same year, it was proposed by Mehl and Moldover [8] that a com-
bined acoustic/microwave resonator might determine the ratio between the
speed of sound and the speed of light, leading to a determination of the
thermodynamic temperature with unprecedented accuracy. Recently, the
geometrical perturbation model needed for the microwave determination of
the volume of a quasi-spherical resonator (QSR) was achieved [9, 10] lead-
ing to a 100-fold in the accuracy of such type of measurement. Nowadays,
acoustic and/or microwave QSRs are widely used to pursue metrological ap-
plications which include acoustic thermometry [11, 12], the determination of
the Boltzmann constant, the measurement of dielectric properties of gases
[13 - 15] and the development of a pressure standard [16].
In this work, triggered by the initial suggestion and the preliminary results
obtained at the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) by
Huang and co-workers [17], we have explored the possible application of a
microwave resonant cavity to realise a reference standard hygrometer.
Particularly, we have measured the microwave resonance frequencies of
a small volume (69 cm3) triaxial elipsoidal cavity to determine the water
vapor mole fraction xw of H2O/N2 and H2O/air mixtures. The mixtures
were prepared using the INRiM standard humidity generator for frost-point
temperatures Tfp in the range between 241 K and 270 K and a commer-
cial two-pressure humidity generator operated at dew-point temperature Tdp
between 272 K and 291 K.
Following these tests, we demonstrated the performance of the QSR ope-
rated as a condensation hygrometer. For this demonstration, a suitable ex-
periment was prepared in cooperation with the National Physical Laboratory
(NPL), which allowed to compare the performance of the QSR with that of
a calibrated chilled-mirror hygrometer.
Finally, with the aim of reducing the uncertainty currently associated
to the literature values of the constants in the Debye equation, we have
measured the dielectric constant of pure water vapour in the temperature
range from 320 K to 470 K at pressures up to 1.7 MPa.
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As a whole, the results obtained in these experiments demonstrated the
validity and satisfactory performance of the microwave technique for hygro-
metry. Particularly, for all the measurements in humid binary mixtures, the
reference and measured water mole fractions xw were found to agree within
their combined expanded uncertainty. The quality of the agreement is indeed
remarkable, considering that xw in these mixtures spans the range between
3 parts in 104 and 2.1 parts in 102, corresponding to relative permittivi-
ties which diﬀer from unity by less than 700 ppm. Also, the microwave QSR
demonstrated its capability to perform direct measurements of the dew-point
temperature Tdp, although in this case a diﬀerence of (0.08± 0.02) ◦C in the
dew-point temperature as measured by the resonator and the reference chilled
mirror hygrometer was observed. This diﬀerence, which is larger than the
combined uncertainty of Tdp measured by the hygrometer and the resona-
tor, is likely to be due to the imperfect thermal uniformity of the resonator,
caused by the limited performance achieved in thermostatting the appara-
tus in the course of these preliminary tests. Finally, the results achieved
in the determination of the polarizability of water vapour over an extended
temperature and pressure range, demonstrated that the technique is indeed
suitable for tolerating the extreme industrial conditions required by several
hygrometric applications without undergoing to signiﬁcant degradation of its
performance.
Summarizing the organization of the contents of this thesis: in Chapter
1 the basic theory dealing with the solution of the Maxwell equations in a
spherical cavity is brieﬂy revised together with a description of the main per-
turbative eﬀects aﬀecting the cavity eigenfunctions in a practical case. These
include the major perturbation induced by quasi-spherical geometry. Within
the same chapter, the basic relations which link the measured microwave re-
sonance frequencies to the electric properties of a humid binary mixture are
reviewed and the working equations which allow to determine the water mole
fraction xw and the dew-point temperature Tdp are illustrated; in Chapter 2
a basic description of the salient design features of the QSR used in this work
is given, together with a description and a few illustrative examples of the
procedure and methods used for the acquisition of the relevant microwave
data. Also, the initial calibration of the microwave resonator from the re-
sults of vacuum and helium measurements is given, leading to a quantitative
assessment of the thermal expansion and the elastic compression of the ca-
vity dimensions as a function of temperature and pressure; in Chapter 3 the
results of microwave measurements in pure water vapour are presented to-
gether with their analysis which leads to an estimate of the Debye constants,
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the dielectric virial equation and the dipole moment of water; in Chapter
4 the experiments conducted at INRiM, where the resonator performance
is tested in humid mixtures prepared using a standard humidity generator
and a commercial two-pressure generator, are discussed; in Chapter 5 the
experiments carried out at NPL to test the performance of the resonator
as a condensation hygrometer by comparison with a reference chilled-mirror
hygrometer are discussed; ﬁnally, in the Conclusions, the perspectives and
future possible developments of the microwave hygrometer are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Basic principles of microwave
hygrometry
1.1 Basic theory of a microwave resonant ca-
vity
We consider the electromagnetic stationary ﬁeld bounded within a spherical
cavity of radius a, whose internal surface is a perfect electrical conductor.
A general method for the determination of the resonant frequencies con-
sists of solving Maxwell's ﬁeld equations to obtain the ﬁeld intensities which
satisfy given boundary conditions.
Recalling the Maxwell's equations for a space where there are no charges
or currents:
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
(1.1)
∇ · ~E = 0 (1.2)
∇× ~B = µ0ε0∂
~E
∂t
(1.3)
∇ · ~B = 0 (1.4)
where ~E is the intensity of the electric ﬁeld, ~B the magnetic ﬁeld, ε0 the
dielectric permittivity in vacuum and µ0 the magnetic susceptibility in va-
cuum.
Applying the curl operator ∇× to Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (1.3) and making
use of the vector-analysis identity for a generic vector quantity ~F :
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∇×∇× ~F = ∇(∇ · ~F )−∇2 ~F (1.5)
we obtain:
∇2 ~E − 1
c20
∂2 ~E
∂t2
= 0 (1.6)
and
∇2 ~B − 1
c02
∂2 ~B
∂t2
= 0. (1.7)
Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) are the wave equations of the electric and magnetic
ﬁeld and can be summarized in a general equation:
∇2f − 1
c02
∂2f
∂t2
= 0 (1.8)
where f is a scalar quantity and alternatively represents each component of
~E and ~B and c0 is the speed of light in vacuum.
In any material substance the speed of propagation of light c, the dielectric
permittivity of the material ε and its magnetic susceptibility µ are linked by
the relation:
c =
√
µε. (1.9)
To solve Eq. (1.8), we use a separable function such as:
U(~r, t) = Φ(~r)T (t) (1.10)
where Φ(~r) expresses the spatial dependence and T (t) the time dependence.
Replacing Eq. (1.10) in Eq. (1.8), we obtain:
∇2U(~r, t)− 1
c20
∂2U(~r, t)
∂t2
= 0. (1.11)
Solving Eq. (1.11) with the method of the separation of variables, we
obtain the following relations:
∇2[Φ(~r)T (t)]− 1
c20
∂2Φ(~r)T (t)
∂t2
= 0 (1.12)
T (t)∇2Φ(~r)− 1
c20
Φ(~r)
d2T (t)
dt2
= 0 (1.13)
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∇2Φ(~r)
Φ(~r)
− 1
c20
d2T (t)
dt2
T (t)
= 0. (1.14)
To satisfy Eq. (1.14), its two constitutioning terms of the equation need
to be equal. This is possible if both terms are separately equal to the same
constant. By indicating with −k2 the separation constant, we obtain:
∇2Φ(~r)
Φ(~r)
= −k2 (1.15)
1
c20
d2T (t)
dt2
T (t)
= −k2 (1.16)
and Eq.(1.16) becomes:
d2T (t)
dt2
= −k2c20T (t). (1.17)
By imposing that:
ω2 = k2c20 (1.18)
solutions of Eq.(1.17) are:
T (t) = Aeiωt (1.19)
and the function U(~r, t) becomes:
U(~r, t) = Φ(~r)Aeiωt (1.20)
where A is a proportional constant that deﬁnes the amplitude of the ﬁeld.
We can now consider the spatial component of the wave equation. Eq.(1.15)
can be re-written as:
∇2Φ(~r) + k2Φ(~r) = 0, (1.21)
which is called Helmholtz equation.
1.2 Steady EM ﬁeld in a spherical resonator
Appropriate solutions of the Helmholtz equation may be sought using again
the separation of variables method. For a spherical cavity the adoption of a
spherical coordinate system (r, ϑ, ϕ) is suitable. Thus, solutions of Eq. (1.21)
can be expressed as: Φ(r, ϑ, ϕ) = R(r)P (ϑ)Q(ϕ).
10
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Suitable eigenfunctions of the Helmholtz equation have the form [18]:
Φ(r, ϑ, ϕ) = [(kr)jl(kr)]P
m
l (cosϑ)[B cos(mϕ) + C sin(mϕ)] (1.22)
where jl(kr) is the spherical Bessel function and P
m
l (cosϑ) is the associa-
ted Legendre polynomial. For brevity, we can combine solutions of the two
angular functions and deﬁne the spherical harmonics:
Ylm(ϑ, ϕ) = P
m
l (cosϑ)[B cos(mϕ) + C sin(mϕ)]. (1.23)
Eq. (1.22) becomes:
Φ(r, ϑ, ϕ) = (kr)jl(kr)Ylm(ϑ, ϕ). (1.24)
The Helmholtz equation for the electromagnetic ﬁeld in spherical geo-
metry admits two classes of solutions: transverse magnetic (TM or electric)
modes and transverse electric (TE or magnetic) modes. In a spherical system
the TM modes have null ~B component along r direction (Br = 0), while the
TE modes have null ~E component along r direction (Er = 0). The intensities
of the components of ~E and ~B can be expressed in terms of the scalar wave
function (Eq. 1.24). Their expression becomes:
Er = 0
Eϑ = − iωµr sinϑ [(kr)jl(kr)]∂Ylm∂ϕ
Eϕ =
iωµ
r
[(kr)jl(kr)]
∂Ylm
∂ϑ
Hr =
k2
r2
l(l + 1)[(kr)jl(kr)]Ylm
Hϑ =
k
r
∂
∂(kr)
[(kr)jl(kr)]
∂Ylm
∂ϑ
Hϕ =
k
r sinϑ
∂
∂(kr)
[(kr)jl(kr)]
∂Ylm
∂ϕ

(1.25)
for TE modes and
11
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Er =
k2
r2
l(l + 1)[(kr)jl(kr)]Ylm
Eϑ =
k
r
∂
∂(kr)
[(kr)jl(kr)]
∂Ylm
∂ϑ
Eϕ =
k
r sinϑ
∂
∂(kr)
[(kr)jl(kr)]
∂Ylm
∂ϕ
Hr = 0
Hϑ =
iωε
r sinϑ
[(kr)jl(kr)]
∂Ylm
∂ϕ
Hϕ = − iωεr [(kr)jl(kr)]∂Ylm∂ϑ

(1.26)
for TM modes, with ~B = µ0µr · ~H for an isotropic and homogenous material.
To remove the arbitrariness of the eigenvalue k, speciﬁc boundary condi-
tions need to be imposed.
For the case of interest here, we assume that the internal surface of the
cavity is perfectly electrical conductive, with the implication that ~E must be
normal and ~B tangential to the internal surface of the resonator. In fact this
corresponds to assuming total reﬂection of the electromagnetic ﬁeld from its
interaction with the cavity surface.
Thus, to satisfy the boundary conditions, it is necessary that Eϑ = Eϕ = 0
at the surface where r = a. This requires that:
jl(ka) = 0 from TE modes (1.27)
∂
∂(kr)
[(kr)jl(kr)]
∣∣∣
r=a
= 0 from TM modes (1.28)
Finally, the permitted values of the propagation constant k, an inﬁnite
discrete set corresponding to the successive roots of Eqs. (1.27) and (1.28),
determine the values of the resonant frequencies. In fact, recalling that
k = ω/c and that ω = 2pif , the unperturbed electromagnetic resonance
frequencies can be written as:
fln =
ξlnc
2pia
(1.29)
where ξ = ka are the eigenvalues of the Helmholtz equation (Eq. (1.21)).
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1.2 Steady EM ﬁeld in a spherical resonator
The index l refers to the order of the spherical Bessel function, while n is
an integer denoting the rank of the roots of Eq. (1.27) and (1.28) for a given
value of l. Instead m is the periodicity in the ϕ direction.
The ﬁeld vanishes if l = 0, hence this does not correspond to an allowed
mode. The lowest resonant frequency for either the TE or TM modes occurs
when l = n = 1. The corresponding roots of Eqs. (1.27) and (1.28) are
ξ1,1 = 4.49 for the TE mode and ξ1,1 = 2.74 for the TM mode.
Figure 1.1: Electric and magnetic ﬁeld distributions of the TE1,1,0 and TM1,1,0 modes in
the meridian plane of a spherical resonator [19]. The electric and magnetic
intensities for either mode are in time quadrature. For the TE mode, the
current ﬂows in a direction perpendicular to Hϕ. For the TM mode, the
magnetic lines are parallel to the equator and hence the current ﬂows along
the meridian lines from pole to pole.
Since the resonant frequency fln is independent of the integer m (see
Eq. (1.29)), there are degeneracies (same resonant frequencies) among the
modes. More precisely electromagnetic modes are (2l + 1)-fold degenerate.
For example, the three lowest-order (l = 1, n = 1) TE modes have the same
mode patterns except that they are rotated 90◦ in space from each other.
The situation for TM modes is analogous.
13
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1.3 Perturbation model for a quasi-spherical re-
sonator (QSR)
Such degeneracy limits the precision and accuracy achievable in the experi-
mental determination of the resonance frequencies of a spherical resonator.
In fact, the current limits of machining technology, inevitably lead to shape
defects which slightly separate the single components of the multiplet eigen-
function complicating their accurate determination.
To obviate this problem, the realisation and practical use of quasi-spherical
resonators (QSRs) became a commonly adopted strategy. The shape of QSRs
diﬀers on purpose slightly from a perfect spherical geometry. In this way ad-
vantages of perfect spherical resonators are retained, while the geometrical
symmetry is broken and the degeneracy of the electromagnetic resonance
frequencies is partially or completly lifted. For example in a QSR all the
components of the l = 1 microwave resonances are resolved and this is the
reason why, for simplicity, it is common practice to consider only the triply-
degenerate l = 1 modes.
The precision achievable in interpolating degenerate microwave modes is
favoured by achieving suﬃcient separation of the single components. Volume-
preserving shape deformations of a perfect spherical cavity let to split dege-
nerate modes while limit their eﬀect on non-degenerate modes and on the
mean frequency of any multiplet to simple frequency perturbations.
The splitting of the components of the TM and TE modes depends on
two parameters (1 and 2), that characterise how the quasi-spherical cavity
departs from a perfectly spherical one.
The eingenvalues of a QSR usually diﬀer from the corresponding eigenva-
lues ξln of a reference spherical resonator with the same volume by an amount
of order  with  1 and the mean eigenvalue of any multiplet diﬀers from
ξln by an amount of order 
2.
So, at ﬁrst order in 1 and 2, the mean eigenvalue of any multiplet co-
incides with that of a reference perfectly spherical cavity having the same
volume.
For a triaxial ellipsoidal resonator with axes a, a(1 + 1) and a(1 + 2),
its internal shape is deﬁned by the equation:
x2
a2(1 + 2)2
+
y2
a2
+
z2
a2(1 + 1)2
= 1 (1.30)
with 0 < (1, 2)  1. The presence of three axes of diﬀerent lenght results
in unequal frequency perturbations to the single components of the modes
14
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Figure 1.2: Triaxial ellipsoidal resonator and resolution of the three components of a
microwave resonance with l = 1 [14].
[11]:
fζ − f0
f0
=
2
15
[
− 1
2
− 3
(ξ1n)2 − 2
]
(−21 + 2) ζ = z,
(1 + 2) ζ = y,
(1 − 22) ζ = x,
(1.31)
where f0 is the unperturbed resonance frequency (see Eq. (1.29)), ξ1n are
the Bessel function zeros (see Eqs. (1.27) and (1.28)) of a perfect spherical
cavity having the same volume of the quasi-spherical resonator:
aeq = a
[
(1 + 1)(1 + 2)
]1/3
(1.32)
and ζ represents the rotational symmetry axis of the mode components.
Eq. (1.31) is valid for the TM1n modes, while for the TE1n modes the
equation is the same except for the prefactor in square brackets, which is
replaced by −1/2. This equation, correct at ﬁrst order in 1 and 2, indicates
that the mean frequency 〈fln〉 of a TM1n or TE1n triplet is not aﬀected by
the shape deformation and it coincides with the unperturbed frequency f0:
〈f1n〉 = 1
3
(fx + fy + fz) = f0 =
ξ1nc
2piaeq
. (1.33)
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If a better accuracy is wanted, frequency perturbation at second order in
1 and 2 has to be calculated [10]. For a triaxial ellipsoid it is expressed as:
f 2ζ − f 20
f 20
= A1,ζ1 + A2,ζ2 +B11,ζ
2
1 +B12,ζ12 +B22,ζ
2
2 +O(
3) (1.34)
where O(3) means any combination of terms p1
q
2 with p+q = 3 and ζ is x, y
or z. When the mean frequency of an electromagnetic triplets is considered,
linear terms sum to zero as observed above referring to Eq. (1.31) and the
mean frequency perturbation at second order in 1 and 2 becomes:
〈f 2ζ − f 20
f 20
〉
1n
=
2(33ξ81n − 245ξ61n + 714ξ41n − 1152ξ21n + 160)
1125(ξ21n − 2)3
(21−12+22)+O(3)
(1.35)
for TM1n modes, and:〈f 2ζ − f 20
f 20
〉
1n
=
[22ξ21n
375
− 2
225
]
(21 − 12 + 22) +O(3) (1.36)
for TE1n modes.
Values of 1 and 2 can be determined from microwave measurements
solving Eqs. (1.35) and (1.36) or Eq. (1.31), if perturbation at ﬁrst order is
considered, and compared with values independently determined analysing
the resonator shape obtained with coordinate measuring machine (CMM)
measurements. In this way, 1 and 2 has not to be known independently.
Once their values are obtained, corrections to the eigenvalues ξ1n necessary
to cancel the perturbative eﬀect due to shape deformations can be calculated.
These corrections are indispensable when the highest accuracy is desira-
ble, such as in experiments for the determination of the Boltzmann constant,
but in this work context their eﬀect is completly negligible, as it will be
discussed further. In fact, aside from the shape perturbation, the cavity
eigenfrequencies are subject to additional perturbations due, for example,
to the ﬁnite electrical conductivity of the cavity material or the coupling
waveguides.
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1.4 Perturbative phenomena
1.4.1 Skin eﬀect
Resonators are usually machined from metals, whose electrical conductivity
is high but ﬁnite. As a consequence, an energy loss mechanism takes place.
In fact, because the boundary surface is an imperfect conductor, the elec-
tromagnetic ﬁelds at the inner surface penetrate into the metal for a short
lenght, causing a shift in the eigenfrequencies and a broadening of the reso-
nances through resistive losses. This phenomenon is called skin eﬀect.
The energy loss is proportional to the penetration of the ﬁeld within the
wall of the resonator. The electrical penetration or skin-depth δ equals:
δ =
1√
piµrµ0σcondf
(1.37)
where σcond is the electrical conductivity and µr the relative magnetic per-
meability of the cavity surface.
Thus, in the real case, eigenfrequencies are described by a complex ex-
pression as F = f + ig, where f is the resonance frequency as in Eq. (1.29),
while g is the half-width, which represents the enlargement of the ideal reso-
nance. The perturbation on f due to the skin eﬀect can be summarized for
TE modes by the formula:(∆fskin + ig
f
)TE
ln
=
δ
2a
(−1 + i) (1.38)
and for TM modes by the formula:(∆fskin + ig
f
)TE
ln
=
δ
2a
(−1 + i) (ξ
TM
ln )
2
(ξTMln )
2 − l(l + 1) . (1.39)
To obtain the right values of the resonance frequencies of the cavity, the
conductivity perturbation ∆fskin must be added to the measured frequency
values fexp as follows:
f = fexp + ∆fskin. (1.40)
Moreover, observing Eqs. (1.38) and (1.39), the relation ∆fskin = −g
becomes evident, which suggests that the conductivity correction can either
be calculated with literature µr and σcond values appropriate to the cavity
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material, or obtained experimentally by measuring the half-widths of the
modes.
1.4.2 Waveguide perturbations
An other phenomenon to take in account is the perturbing eﬀect of ducts
and waveguides in the cavity boundary. The waveguides used to couple
electromagnetic energy into and out of the QSR, in fact, perturb the resonator
eigenfrequencies even if by a small amount. This eﬀect has been investigated
by Underwood et al. [20] both theoretically and experimentally. The model
worked out supposes that waveguide used consists of a cylindrical hole in
the wall of the cavity into which a partially stripped straight length of semi-
rigid coaxial cable is placed and that antennae are ﬂush with the interior
surface of the cavity. Due to this type of waveguide, the mean eigenfrequency
perturbation to a TM1n triplet is:〈∆f
f
〉
TM1n
≈ − r
3
4pia3eq
· 0.905(ξ
TM
1n )
2 − 0.728
(ξTM1n )
2 − 2 (1.41)
while to a TE1n triplet is:〈∆f
f
〉
TE1n
≈ − r
3
4pia3eq
· 0.905 (1.42)
where r is the radius of the hole in the resonator wall.
The mean perturbation is independent of the hole position on the QSR
surface, and also independent of the eigenvalue ξ1n, in the case of the TE1n
modes. The perturbation to the TM1n modes rapidly approaches that of the
TE1n modes with increasing ξ.
1.5 Resonator in hygrometry
Instrumentation and sensors for hygrometric applications based on the mea-
surement of gaseous mixture relative permittivity or refractive index have
been proposed before [21,22], although only recently advances concerning an
accurate and independent measurement of the dielectric properties of sub-
stances commonly used in hygrometry, such as the dielectric permittivity
[23,24] or the zero-density limit of the molar polarizability of argon, nitrogen
and oxygen, became available.
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Also microwave techniques for the measurement of the humidity of gaseous
media have been proposed before. For example, Hasegawa and Stokesberry
wrote about a microwave hygrometer used to measure humidity of atmo-
spheric air [21].
Moreover, QSRs capability in the determination of the permittivity of
pure gases has been widely demonstrated [15], also comparing their perfor-
mance to that of cross capacitors [23]. Respect to them, resonant cavities
demonstrated to have several advantages as, for example, to permit the mea-
surement of frequency ratios better than 0.01 ppm, where a capacitance ratio
can be measured only to about 1 ppm with commercially available bridges.
Due to the above mentioned reasons we decided to follow an idea of Huang
and Moldover [17] and to put to the test the potential of a quasi-spherical
microwave resonator when used as an hygrometer. Huang and Moldover used
in their experiments a re-entrant cavity resonator, while we use a QSR. We
believe in the high accuracy reachable with this kind of instrument thanks to
a well established experimental practice and theoretical models and we bet
on its accuracy both when used for the measurement of the water vapour
mole fraction in humid gases, and when used as a condensation hygrometer
for the measurement of the dew-point temperature.
1.5.1 Molar polarizability and dielectric permittivity
Several electrical properties of molecules depend on the competing inﬂuences
of nuclei with diﬀerent charges or the competition between the control ex-
ercised by a nucleus and the inﬂuence of an externally applied ﬁeld. This
competition results in an electric dipole moment in the ﬁrst case or in pro-
perties such as refractive index in the second one.
Polar molecules, as in the case of water, have a permanent electric dipole
moment, which is temporarily modiﬁed when an electric ﬁeld is applied. If the
sample is an isotropic ﬂuid, the polarization, which is the dielectric dipole
moment density, is zero in absence of an applied ﬁeld, because molecules
adopt random orientations, while it is diﬀerent from zero in presence of a
ﬁeld, because dipoles become partially aligned. [25].
Molar polarizability ℘(ρ, T ) relates in a quantitative way the relative per-
mittivity εr(p, T ) or dielectric constant, of a medium with the molar density
ρ of the sample and the electric properties of the molecules.
For a nonpolar ﬂuid this relation is expressed by the Clausius-Mossotti
equation:
℘ =
εr − 1
εr + 2
1
ρ
(1.43)
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where ρ is the molar density. For small, non-polar molecules, the molar
polarizability is nearly independent of temperature. For polar molecules, the
temperature dependence of the molar polarizability becomes signiﬁcant and
the following expansion holds, called the virial expansion:
℘(ρ, T ) =
(εr − 1
εr + 2
)1
ρ
= Aε[1 + bε(T )ρ+ cε(T )ρ
2 + ...] (1.44)
where Aε is the molar polarizability in the limit of zero pressure and bε and
cε are the second and third dielectric virial coeﬃcients respectively.
At low densities, ℘ is approximated by the Debye equation:
℘ =
4piNA
3
[
α +
µ2
3kBT
]
(1.45)
where α is the molecular polarizability and µ the dipole moment [26], NA is
the Avogadro's constant and kB the Boltzmann constant.
1.5.2 Refractive index microwave hygrometry
Using a simple mixing rule, the molar polarizability ℘mix of a mixture can be
written as [27]:
℘mix =
∑
i
xi℘i (1.46)
where ℘i is the molar polarizability of pure component i and xi is the cor-
responding mole fraction. The validity of this simplifying assumption, for
a mixture whose components diﬀer greatly in volatility, has been recently
discussed [28]. For the mixtures (H2O/N2 and H2O/air) of interest in this
work and the application considered, ℘i can be assumed to be independent
of density, with the exception of the water vapor, whose polarizability ℘w is
temperature dependent and indicated in a contracted form of Eq. (1.45) as:
℘w = Aw +
Bw
T
(1.47)
with the value of the Debye constants Aw and Bw given by a few dated ex-
perimental results [21]. Considered these assumptions, the Clausius-Mossotti
equation for a mixture can be re-written and conveniently approximated as
εmix =
2ρmix℘mix + 1
1− ρmix℘mix (1.48)
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where the molar density of the mixture ρmix is approximated from the trun-
cated density virial equation as:
ρmix =
ρ0
1 +Bmixρ0
(1.49)
with
ρ0 =
p
RT
(1.50)
where R is the molar gas constant.
The virial expansion of the pressure as a function of the density ρ and
temperature T is in fact:
p = ρRT (1 +B(T )ρ+ C(T )ρ2 + ...) (1.51)
where B(T ) and C(T ) are the second and the third density virial coeﬃcients.
It is convenient to treat both the systems considered, humid nitrogen
and humid air, as binary humid mixtures of water vapor (w) and a dry
component (d). Also the composition of air is intended as CO2-free, having
the standard molar fractions of nitrogen, oxygen and argon usually assumed
in thermodynamic formulation [29].
For binary mixtures, the second density virial coeﬃcient Bmix is calculated
from the mixing rule [30]:
Bmix = x
2
wBw + 2xwxdBwd + x
2
dBd. (1.52)
In Eq. (1.52) xd = 1 − xw, Bw is the second virial coeﬃcient relating
to interactions between two water molecules, Bwd is the second cross virial
coeﬃcient pertaining to interactions between one dry air/nitrogen and one
water molecule, Bd is the second virial coeﬃcient relating to interactions
between two dry air/nitrogen molecules.
Thus, if an istrument is capable of an accurate measurement of the di-
electric constant of a binary humid mixture, Eq. (1.48) may be solved to
determine the water vapour mole fraction. In pursuing such a metrological
application with a QSR, the value of the electrical and thermodynamic pro-
perties of dry air, nitrogen and water are needed as input quantities, while
εmix can be experimentally obtained, assuming that the mixture constituents
are non-magnetic, using the following relation:
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εmix =
(f0
f
)2
= n2mix (1.53)
where f0 and f are the resonance frequencies of the cavity alternatively in
vacuum or ﬁlled with the mixture at the same temperature at a total pressure
p.
This relation is obtained considering that, from Eq. (1.29), we can write:
f0
f
=
ξc0
2pia
ξc
2pia
' c0
c
= nmix (1.54)
where c0 is the speed of light in vacuum and c is the speed of light in the
mixture, and that the refraction index and the relative permittivity are linked
by the following relation:
nmix =
√
εmixµmix (1.55)
where the relative magnetic susceptibility of the mixture µmix may be ap-
proximated by unity.
Solving Eq. (1.48),the water vapour mole fraction xw may be obtained.
The value of xw is the only physically motivated solution of the equation
a2x
2
w + a1xw + a0 = 0, with
a2 = m(Bw − 2Bwd +Bd), (1.56)
a1 = 2m(Bwd −Bd)− ℘w + ℘d, (1.57)
a0 = m(Bd + ρ
−1
0 )− ℘d, (1.58)
where m = (εmix − 1)/(εmix + 2). In this study, second virial coeﬃcients Bd
of dry air and nitrogen as a function of temperature were calculated from
the corresponding wide-range Helmholtz free-energy formulations [29,31]; the
second virial cooeﬃcient of water Bw can be retrieved from a similar formula-
tion [32]; the cross-second virial coeﬃcient Bwd of the air-water and nitrogen-
water systems were calculated by Harvey and Huang [33]. Finally, the molar
polarizabilities ℘d of nitrogen and the other constituents of dry standard air
are available from recent accurate measurements with cross-capacitors [23].
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1.5.3 Microwave condensation hygrometry: theoretical
basis
While the refractive index and the speed of light of both pure gases and
mixtures are function of density, composition and frequency, the cavity in-
ternal dimension varies as a function of the temperature and pressure due
to thermal expansion and elastic compression of the shell. However, even by
keeping into account this variability, the ratio of two normal modes of the
resonator, for example a TM1n and a TE1n mode, is invariant and simply
equal to the ratio of the corresponding eigenvalues:
〈fTM1n 〉
〈fTE1n 〉
=
(ka)TM1n
(ka)TE1n
. (1.59)
Instead, when water condenses on the resonator surface, the eﬀect on the
mode frequencies is diﬀerent depending on the mode simmetry and the ratio
of two normal modes of the cavity is no longer constant. This diﬀerence may
be exploited to reveal the onset of this phenomenon.
The principal of a dew-point hygrometer is the formation of condensed
water on a surface. The frequency shift ∆fd due to a small volume ∆V
of dielectric material in a cavity can be approximated using perturbation
theory:
∆fd
f
' −
∫
∆V
∆ε ~Eint · ~E∗0dV
2
∫
V0
ε0|E0|2dV (1.60)
where ~Eint is the electric ﬁeld within ∆V , ~E0 is the unperturbed cavity
ﬁeld, V0 is the volume of the cavity and ∆ε = ε0(εr − 1) is the diﬀerence in
permittivity between the gas in the cavity (ε0) and the dielectric material
(εr). If the droplet is modeled as a small slab [20], using a quasi-static
approximation, the ﬁelds in the slab are ~Eint = ~En,b/εr, where ~En,b is the
normal electric ﬁeld at the boundary of the resonator [34]. So Eq. (1.60)
becomes:
∆fd
f
' −∆V
(εr − 1
εr
) |En,b|2
2
∫
V0
|E0|2dV . (1.61)
Formulae for the ratio of boundary-to volume ﬁelds of the TM1n and
TE1n modes are given, for example, in Underwood et al. [35]. For the
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TE1n modes ~En,b = 0 and so 〈∆fd〉TE = 0, meaning that the TE1n mode
frequencies are not aﬀected by the droplet.
For the TM1n modes, the perturbations to the three components that
comprise the triplet are:
∆fd
f
' −∆V
(εr − 1
εr
) 3
2pia3[((ka)TM1n )
2 − 2]

sin2 ϑ sin2 ϕ,
cos2 ϑ,
sin2 ϑ cos2 ϕ.
(1.62)
The magnitude of the frequency perturbation ∆fd depends on the posi-
tion of the droplet on the resonator surface. Moreover if the layer of con-
densate water is uniform on the resonator surface, Eq. (1.62) foresees equal
perturbations for two of the three components of the mode.
However, the mean perturbation 〈∆fd〉 is independent of position:
〈∆fd〉
f
' −∆V
(εr − 1
εr
) 1
2pia3[((ka)TM1n )
2 − 2] . (1.63)
This equation gives the frequency shift due to a single droplet. Since
the ﬁelds external to ∆V are unaltered, the eﬀect of many droplets will be
cumulative, that means 〈∆fd〉 ∝ V , where V =
∑∞
i=0 ∆Vi.
Measurement of the droplet perturbation 〈∆fd〉 is diﬃcult, as it is usually
much smaller than the variations in mode frequency associated with tempe-
rature, pressure and gas composition. This diﬃculty is overcome by using
the result that fi/fj is constant (see Eq.(1. 59)) and that 〈∆fd〉TE = 0 to
express 〈∆fd〉 in terms of the ratio 〈fTM1n 〉/〈fTE1n 〉:
〈fTM1n 〉
〈fTE1n 〉
≈ 〈f
TM
1n 〉
〈fTE1n 〉
∣∣∣
V=0
+
〈∆fd〉
〈fTE1n 〉
(1.64)
where the subscript V = 0 denotes the frequency ratio in dry conditions.
Combining this with Eq. (1.63), we have an expression for the total volume
of water in the resonator:
∆V ≈
(〈fTM1n 〉
〈fTE1n 〉
∣∣∣
V=0
〈fTE1n 〉
〈fTM1n 〉
− 1
)
2pia3
[(
(ka)TM1n
)2
− 2
] εr
εr − 1 . (1.65)
The last equation forms the basis of our microwave condensation hygro-
metry technique and serves to highlight some of the potential advantages of
this method, which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Measurement method and
preliminary characterisation of
the apparatus
2.1 Basic design features of the QSR used in
this work
The resonator used in this work is a maraging steel (VascoMax C-300) triaxial
ellipsoidal cavity with an internal volume of about 69 cm3. Maraging steel
was chosen because of its high degree of hardness, strength and toughness.
The cavity was originally designed and realised at NIST using conventional
workshop techniques (the required tolerance was rather low, in the order of
0.01 mm) and was loaned to INRiM by courtesy of the Process Measurements
Division.
The three inner semi-axes of the resonator are nominally equal to a,
a(1+1) and a(1+2). The value of the cavity radius a is a = 25.4 mm, while
1 and 2, the two geometrical parameters which determine the deviations of
the cavity shape from sphericity, are 1 = 0.001 and 2 = 0.003. The unequal
axes of the cavity let to split the triply degenerate microwave resonance
frequencies of a sphere into three non-overlapping peaks, allowing to achieve
a more accurate determination of the corresponding frequencies. Figure 2.1
shows the original drawings prepared for machining the resonator at NIST.
The cavity surface was electro-plated with a 10 µm thick layer of gold
to enhance the resonance quality factors and increase its chemical inertness,
making it suitable for measurements with humid mixtures or even pure water
vapour over a wide pressure and temperature range. A total of four holes with
a diameter of 2.3 mm were machined through the shell; two of these holes
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Figure 2.1: Schematic plot of the dimension and mechanical features of the triaxial el-
lipsoidal resonator used in this work.
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were used to mount electromagnetic loop probes which allow the excitation
and detection of both classes of TM and TE modes. Two additional holes
were left open and served as gas inlet-outlet.
Figure 2.2 shows the interior of the two hemispheres of the cavity, while
Figure 2.3 shows the assembled resonator with the two antennas inserted in
the north hemisphere.
Figure 2.2: Image of the interior cavity surface of the resonator.
Figure 2.3: Assembled resonator with two antennas.
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2.2 Measurement and analysis of microwave re-
sonances
Once the resonator was assembled and the two hemispheres were tightly
bolted together, loop antennas were inserted inside the cavity. Antennas were
connected to the ports of a network analyser by using ﬂexible microwave ca-
bles. In order to achieve suﬃcient excitation and detection of the microwave
resonances, the central conductor of the cables was extended by passing it
through the front hole of the ducts in the antenna housings, using a short
section of insulated copper wire. The wire was coiled in multiple turns to
form the loop antenna and positioned as close as possible to the front surface
of the housing.
Coupling to the normal component of the electric ﬁeld within the QSR,
probes perturb resonant frequencies and their widths. In fact the presence
of antennas causes a shape perturbation due to the changes in the cavity
boundary near the entrances and a variation in the resonance widths due
to the transfer of power from the QSR to the associated electronics. To
limit any such eﬀect, the coupling of the probes was minimised. This means
that, once the angular orientation of the loop probes was adjusted so that, for
each mode monitored, the three components were excited with approximately
equal magnitude, antennas were withdrawn slowly from the resonator while
monitoring the halfwidths of the components of one of the mode measured,
until half-widths stopped decreasing.
To determine the frequencies and half-widhts of each triplet, the network
analyser was set to sweep through 201 discreet frequencies, spanning approx-
imately 6 MHz centred around the average triplet frequency. In this way the
resonace curves for each mode under study were recorded and ﬁtted using
the sum of three lorentzian functions plus a quadratic complex background,
as reported in Eq. (2.1):
u+ iv =
1∑
m=−1
[ ifAmln(
Fmln
)2 − f 2
]
+B + C
(
Fmln − f
)
(2.1)
where A, B, C are complex constants and Fmln the three complex reso-
nance frequencies to be determined by a ﬁt procedure of experimental data
acquired. The algorithm used for ﬁtting is called Levenberg-Marquardt
method.
Figure 2.4 displays the real and imaginary parts of the TM11 triplet
recorded with our ellipsoidal cavity in air at 293 K, while the values of the
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three peak frequencies and half-widhts with their uncertainties are reported
in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.4: TM11 mode. The red line represents the real part of the resonance, while
the blue one the imaginary part.
TM11 mode value uncertainty
MHz MHz
fx 5152.627 9.883 · 10−5
∆gx 0.150 9.883 · 10−5
fy 5150.607 3.474 · 10−5
∆gy 0.151 3.474 · 10−5
fz 5157.962 3.461 · 10−5
∆gz 0.155 3.461 · 10−5
Table 2.1: Fit values of the three peak frequencies and half-widths ∆g of the TM11
mode with uncertainties.
Separation among the three components of a TM1n or TE1n resonance
frequency depends on the design values 1 and 2. In this case, where 2
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is three times larger than 1, the experimental diﬀerence between the ﬁrst
and the third peak should be eﬀectively about three times the diﬀerence
between the ﬁrst and the second peak. This kind of observation results
useful in particular when the resonator is assembled. The best alignment of
the hemispheres is obtained when the fractional frequency diﬀerence between
the resolved components is minimized. Moreover, from the mode component
splittings measured, it is possible to determine 1 and 2 values using Eq.
(1.31) and compare the obtained experimental values with the theoretical
ones.
Consider the TE11 resonance frequency modulo measured in vacuum at
290 K and shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: TE11 mode of the ellipsoidal cavity: triply degenerate microwave resonance
splitted.
By deﬁning the lowest f1, intermediate f2 and highest f3 frequency com-
ponents of the triplets, the fractional frequency splitting ∆f13/〈f〉 = (f3 −
f1)/〈f〉 results 7.37 ·10−4, while ∆f12/〈f〉 = (f2−f1)/〈f〉 is 1.94 ·10−4. Thus
the diﬀerence between the ﬁrst and the third peak is three times and half the
diﬀerence between the ﬁrst and the second peak. The measured splittings for
the three measured modes are listed in Table 2.2, togheter with the values
of 1 and 2 calculated from the measured splittings by inverting Eq. (1.31).
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TM11 TE11 TM12
104 · f13/〈f〉 14.39 7.37 7.86
104 · f12/〈f〉 3.96 1.94 2.26
103 · 2 3.45 3.69 3.36
103 · 1 0.95 0.97 0.97
Table 2.2: Measured fractional frequency splittings for the triplets TM11, TE11 and
TM12 and corresponding values of 1 and 2 calculated using Eq. (1.31).
These measurements were made in vacuum at 290 K.
The average values of 1 and 2 calculated from the peak splitting are
1 = (0.96 ± 0.01) · 10−3 and 2 = (3.50 ± 0.12) · 10−3. Thus the 1 and
2 values determined from microwave data are consistent with the design
values. Moreover, analysing Eq. (1.31), it is apparent that, if for TE modes
the separation among peaks is constant because it depends only on 1 and 2,
for TM modes it changes from mode to mode due to its further dependence
on mode eigenvalue ξ1n.
An other aspect to consider is the half-width of the resonance frequencies.
It is a good rule comparing the measured halfwidths gexp with the same
quantities gcalc calculated using literature values to understand if, apart from
the skin eﬀect, there are other energy loss mechanisms. In our case, if we
consider literature values of the electrical resistivity of gold ρAu = [2.051 +
0.008T/(◦C)] · 10−8 Ω·m [36], a satisfactory agreement is found between gexp
and gcalc. In fact the relative excess halfwidths ∆g/〈f〉 = (〈gexp〉−gcalc)/〈fexp〉
is found to be less than 2 ppm. This slight discrepancy is possibly due to
a diﬀerence between the bulk resistivity ρAu and that of the electroplated
cavity surface. For the three modes measured in vacuum at 290 K, in Table
2.3 the fractional excess half-widths are listed and plotted in Figure 2.6.
Mode Fractional excess half-widths
106 · (〈gexp〉 − gcalc)/〈fexp〉
TM11 1.98
TE11 1.93
TM12 0.95
Table 2.3: Fractional excess half-widths for the TM11, TE11 and TM12 triplets in va-
cuum at 290 K.
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Figure 2.6: Fractional excess half-widths in ppm of the TM11, TE11 and TM12 triplets.
2.3 Preliminary measurements
The value of the cavity radius a is relative only to the speciﬁc conditions of
temperature and pressure in which it was measured. Because experiments
in humid mixtures would be realised over wide ranges of temperature and
pressure, it was fundamental to characterise the cavity as a function of T
and p.
The radius variation dependence on temperature is described by the ther-
mal expansion coeﬃcient of the material comprising the resonator, while the
pressure dependence is given by the isothermal compressibility coeﬃcient.
2.3.1 Thermal expansion coeﬃcient
To estimate the thermal expansion coeﬃcient αth of the maraging steel shell,
frequencies of three degenerate modes, TM11, TE11 and TM12, were mea-
sured in vacuum in the temperature range between 320 K and 460 K, ap-
proximately the range in which experiments in humid mixtures would be
done.
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With these measurements, an experimental determination of the cavity
radius, to compare with the nominal one, was obtained. Moreover, a mode
agreement evaluation about the cavity radius value was possible and the
cavity thermal expansion coeﬃcient was determined.
Modes were measured at seven temperatures and the radius values were
obtained for each mode by inversion of Eq. (1.33), using the eigenvalues for
the ellipsoid. Figure 2.7 shows obtained radius values.
Figure 2.7: Dependence of the resonator radius on the temperature.
At each temperature the measured modes agree in the radius value and,
ﬁtting data with a quadratic curve (y = A+Bx+Cx2), the cavity dimension
dependence on the temperature is obtained. The dependence on temperature
of the geometric dimensions of the cavity is given by Eq. (2.2):
V (T ) = V (T0)[1 + β∆T + γ(∆T )
2 + ...] (2.2)
where ∆T = T − T0, V is the volume of the resonator at the temperature T
and V (T0) is the volume at the temperature T0, so, for the cavity radius, we
can write :
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a(T ) = a(T0)[1 + αth∆T + λ(∆T )
2 + ...]. (2.3)
Combining Eq. (2.3) with the A and B parameter values obtained from
the ﬁtting procedure, the thermal expansion coeﬃcient of the resonator is
determined. The obtained value is αth = (1.062± 0.006) · 10−5 K−1, which is
comparable with the tabulated value reported in the technical data sheet of
the VascoMax C-300 maraging steel.
2.3.2 Isothermal compressibility coeﬃcient
The isothermal compressibility coeﬃcient kT of the shell was estimated from
measurements of the microwave frequencies in helium at 482 K in the pressure
range between 0.1 MPa and 1.9 MPa and the literature theoretical values of
εHe(p, T ) [14].
Maintained the temperature constant at 482 K, modes were measured at
nine diﬀerent pressures. From Eq. (1.33), the radius values were obtained
for each mode, exploiting the relations: cHe = c0/nHe and nHe =
√
εHe, where
cHe is the speed of light in helium, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum, nHe
is the refractive index of helium and εHe is the helium dielectric relative
permittivity obtained from accurate ab initio calculations [37,38].
The dependence of the cavity radius from the pressure p is shown in
Figure 2.8.
Radius values determined with the TM11 mode results slightly larger
(∆a = 9 ppm) than those ones obtained with the other two modes. The red
points in the graph represent the radius values obtained as average of the
three modes results, while the red line is their ﬁtting curve (y = A+B · x).
Considering that the relation, which links the radius a of a spherical shell
to the pressure, is:
∆a
a0
=
kT∆p
3
(2.4)
and that it can be re-written as:
a = a0
[
1 +
kT (p− p0)
3
]
(2.5)
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Figure 2.8: Variation of the resonator's eﬀective radius as a function of pressure at 482
K, inferred from measurements of the microwave triplets and the literature
value of εHe(p, T ) for helium.
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where a0 is the value of radius at pressure p0, the isothermal compressibility
coeﬃcient is determined comparing the linear ﬁt equation with Eq. (2.5).
Making equal their slopes, the relation B = a0 · kT/3 was found, from which
kT = (6.27± 0.26) · 10−12 Pa−1 was obtained.
These empirical estimates of αth and kT , consistent with tabulated pro-
perties of maraging steel, were used in this study to take in account the
necessary corrections at the resonator dimensions when frequency measure-
ments, made at diﬀerent pressure and temperatures, were relating.
2.3.3 Microwave measurements in He between 0.1 and
1.9 MPa
Measurements in helium, realised to obtain kT , were also used to evaluate
the resonator performance. Because for a lot of helium properties ab initio
calculations are available, we decided to use this gas as a standard for the
calibration of the experimental apparatus.
Once ﬁlled the cavity with helium, microwave triplets TM11, TM12 and
TE11 were measured maitaining constant the cavity temperature at 482 K
and varying the pressure between 0.1 MPa and 1.9 MPa. From microwave
measurements, experimental helium refractive index values were determined.
In Figure 2.9 diﬀerence between refractive index determined experimentally
and that one calculated ab initio is shown. Troughout this comparison, the
quality of the resonator performance can be understood.
Ab initio values are calculated using Eq. (2.6):(εr − 1
εr + 2
)
= Aερ(1 + bρ+ cρ
2 + ...) (2.6)
where b and c are dielectric virial coeﬃcients and Aε is the molar polariza-
bility in the limit of zero pressure. For helium, the quantity Aε has been
calculated ab initio with an uncertainty of less than 1 ppm [38]. Such accu-
rate calculations can not be performed for any other gas. Observing Figure
2.9, it is possible to remark that the results for n2exp are independent of the
triplet used at levels from 1.4 ·10−8 to 8 ·10−8 and that they are in agreement
with ab initio values within 0.9 ppm.
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Figure 2.9: Deviation of n(p, T )2 values for helium determined with the resonator from
ab initio values. The resonator values are calculated using Eq. (2.6).
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Chapter 3
Determination of the
polarizability of pure water
vapour
The molar polarizability ℘w of water vapour is given by the Debye equation:
℘w =
1
ρ
(εr − 1
εr + 2
)
= Aw +
Bw
T
(3.1)
where εr is the dielectric constant of water vapour, ρ is the molar density
and Aw and Bw are the Debye constants.
Among the experiments realised for the determination of these constants,
the most recent goes back to about sixty years ago [39]. A critical compilation
of the previous determinations of Aw and Bw was assembled by Hasegawa
and Stokesberry [21] in 1975 as reported in Table 3.1 and plotted in Figure
3.1 and 3.2.
From examination of this data set, it is apparent that the determinations
by Essen and Froome in two successive experiments, in spite of their high
claimed accuracy, are not consistent with each other.
In a previous critical revision [40] of these results, which were obtained
by measurements of the dielectric constant at a single temperature and used
to deduce the dielectric moment making a comparison with extrapolated re-
fractive data, Birnbaum and Chatterjee considered that only the experiments
taken over a suﬃcient range of temperatures and pressures could allow an
accurate determination of Aw and Bw.
The weighted means of these values for Aw and Bw:
Aw = (3.96± 0.32) cm3 mol−1 (3.2)
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Bw = (2.077± 0.016) · 104 cm3 mol−1 K (3.3)
were used as reference values in the application of microwave resonators to
hygrometry described in the following sections.
Reference Aw 10
−4 ·Bw
Author date cm3 mol−1 cm3 mol−1 K
Groves and Sugden 1935 4.3 ± 1.2 2.074 ± 0.054
Stranathan 1935 4.03 ± 0.39 2.071 ± 0.014
Hurdes and Smyth 1942 3.4 ± 1.2 2.087 ± 0.053
Essen and Froome 1951 3.585 ± 0.011 2.061 ± 0.002
Birnbaum and Chatterjee 1952 3.84 ± 0.72 2.092 ± 0.024
Essen 1953 4.157 ± 0.012 2.041 ± 0.002
Boudouris 1958 3.99 ± 0.60 2.081 ± 0.020
Table 3.1: Compilation of available values for Aw and Bw prepared by Hasegawa and
Stokesberry [21] in 1975.
Figure 3.1: Representation of the Aw values with their uncertainties reported in the
Hasegawa and Stokesberry's table.
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Figure 3.2: Representation of the Bw values with their uncertainties reported in the
Hasegawa and Stokesberry's table.
While developing these applications, we noticed that the uncertainties
u(Aw) and u(Bw) might represent a major source of uncertainty in the de-
termination of the mole fraction of water vapour in a humid mixture with
a microwave resonator, which will be described in Chapter 4. Motivated by
this observation, we decided to repeat Birnbaum's experiment and measure
the dielectric constant of water vapour over a rather wide range of pressure
and temperature aiming at a more precise and accurate determination of the
Debye constants.
Prior to presenting the results of this experiment, we brieﬂy contrast the
basic features of our experiment with that of Birnbaum. Birnbaum used
a cylindrical resonator operated at 9.3 GHz. In contrast we have used a
quasi-spherical resonator which enjoys a much higher precision in the de-
termination of the microwave resonance frequencies and half-widths. This
resonator, as described in paragraph 2.3, has been satisfactory characterised
in its dimensional variations in response to temperature and pressure, allow-
ing us to explore a wider p− T region. Also we have taken advantage of the
improvements in the metrology of temperature and pressure made over ﬁve
decades. Finally, since 1995 a dedicated equation of state for water (IAPWS
Formulation 1995 [32]) is available.
Our experiment was performed over the temperature range between 350
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K and 505 K at pressures between 5 kPa and 2 MPa. Over these ranges of T
and p, emphasised by the orange colour in Figure 3.3, only a few experimental
pρT data can be observed, particularly those of Kell et al [41]. However the
IAPWS formulation estimates the relative uncertainty of the density of water
vapour in this region as being only 0.03%.
Figure 3.3: Distribution of the selected pρT data used to develop the residual part of
IAPWS-95 in a p − T diagram. The orange area shows the T and p range
in which the experiment was performed.
3.1 Experiment
The experimental apparatus used for this experiment is schematised in Figure
3.4.
The microwave resonator, previously described in Chapter 2, was inserted
in a pressure-tight stainless steel vessel inside a temperature controlled oven.
The vessel was connected to the external manifold through two pipe lines,
one linked to the water sample reservoir and the evacuating system, the
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of the gas-handling system realised for the measurement of the
water vapour polarizability.
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other to the high pressure helium reservoir through a diﬀerential and an
absolute pressure transducer. With a suitable system of needle valves, the
ﬁrst pipe line could be alternatively used both to ﬁll with pure water vapour
the manifold or to evacuate the cavity.
Degassed liquid water samples were necessary for the experiment. The
water sample was initially prepared using a commercial puriﬁcation system
and successively undergone to repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles to eliminate
dissolved gases.
The pressure of the vapour in the sampling bottle was increased by heat-
ing and from the sampling bottle, with a valve, the water vapour was ex-
panded into the manifold. To avoid water condensation in the part of the
manifold at the front of the oven, all pipes were maintained heated. More-
over, a liquid nitrogen trap was inserted before the vacuum pump to capture
water vapour and avoid damages to the pump during the evacuation proce-
dure.
Figure 3.5: Image of the manifold outside the oven realised in INRiM laboratory for
the determination of the polarizability of pure water vapour. The absolute
pressure transducer, the water reservoir bottle and heated pipes are visible.
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Figure 3.6: Image of the experimental set up inside the oven. The stainless steel vessel
and the diﬀerential pressure transducer can be observed.
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The temperature of the gas within the resonant cavity was estimated from
the average of the readings of two capsule platinum resistance thermometers
(PRTs) placed on the upper and lower parts of the cavity exterior; the PRTs
were calibrated by the manufacturer and we conservatively estimated an un-
certainty in the gas temperature of 0.05 K. Three heaters for a maximum of
80 W were also attached around the vessel to control the resonator tempe-
rature gradient.
The gas pressure was determined using two transducers: a diﬀerential
one, placed inside the oven, and an absolute one put outside the oven since
suitable to work only at ambient temperature and with dry gas. This pres-
sure measurement conﬁguration was adopted since we needed an instrument
capable to stay in the oven and work at high temperature and, in the same
time, to maintain separate the wet gas from the absolute pressure transducer.
As a consequence of this conﬁguration, the pressure of the water vapour in
the resonator was obtained indirectly, measuring the pressure of dry helium
needed to equal the pressure exerted by the water vapour on the other side of
the diﬀerential transducer membrane and maintain the last one in a condition
of equilibrium around zero.
Thus the pressure of the gas in the resonator was given by:
pres = pabs + pdiﬀ (3.4)
where pres is the pressure of the gas in the resonator, pabs is the helium
pressure measured by the absolute manometer, pdiﬀ is the unbalanced bet-
ween the pressures of the two membrane sides measured by the diﬀerential
manometer.
Before starting the experiment, the zero of the diﬀerential transducer was
calibrated. This operation was fundamental to guarantee a correct evaluation
of pres. The calibration was realized opening the by-pass valve and putting
in communication, and so at the same pressure, the circuit sides maintained
separate by the diﬀerential membrane. In this condition, the pressure diﬀe-
rence ∆p should be null. During calibration, the deviation of the membrane
from the equilibrium state, which means both sides were at the same pres-
sure, as a function of the temperature, from 313 to 473 K, and the pressure,
from vacuum to 2 MPa, was recorded. Knowing this deviation, corrections to
the measurement of pres were applied. In Figure 3.7 are reported ∆p values
measured as a function of pabs for ﬁve isotherms.
Observing Figure 3.7, it is apparent that the diﬀerential manometer zero
values depended linearly on the pressure, with a slope which was about the
same for all isotherms. The slope value is m = −5.1 · 10−3 with u(m) =
3.15 · 10−5. It was determined as average of the slopes obtained ﬁtting each
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Figure 3.7: Diﬀerential transducer calibration: the deviation of the membrane from the
equilibrium state as a function of the temperature and the pressure.
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isotherm linearly. Moreover, diﬀerent values of temperature cause a variable
oﬀset. For example, in vacuum, zero value changes between 2 kPa and -12
kPa, respectively for temperature between 313.15 K and 473.15 K.
Once known from calibration corrections to apply to the diﬀerential manome-
ter measurements, pdiﬀ values were determined using Eq. (3.5):
pdiﬀ = p
DIFF
read − pDIFFoﬀset −m · pabs (3.5)
where pDIFFread is the value measured by the instrument and p
DIFF
oﬀset is the ∆p
value obtained in vacuum at the temperature for which the water vapour
pressure is desired. Applying Eq. (3.4), it was now possible to determine
pres.
Concerning the absolute pressure transducer, for p = (0.13÷2.00) MPa a
MKS absolute barometer was used, calibrated in the range between 54 kPa
and 2 MPa against the national standard pressure balance maintained by the
INRiM Mechanics Division, while for p < 130 kPa an atmospheric absolute
pressure transducer (Druck DPI142) was used.
3.2 Results and discussion
Experimental data were recorded for nine isotherms with the temperature
ranging from 355.5 K and 506 K, approximately one every 20 K. For each
isotherm, pressure was varied between vacuum and an arbitrary maximum
value chosen suﬃciently below the saturation pressure to avoid water con-
densation in the cavity. As an example, for the isotherm at 355.5 K, the
higher value of pressure reached was pmax = 42 kPa, while for the isotherm
at 506 K it was pmax = 2 MPa.
For each value of T and p, two microwave resonance frequencies were mea-
sured: the TM11 and the TE11 modes. Measured frequencies were corrected
for the skin eﬀect and for the cavity radius variations caused by temperature
and pressure. To apply the skin eﬀect correction, modes were corrected using
calculated halfwidth values g instead of the experimental ones. This choice
was determined by the observed progressive enlargement of the experimental
halfwidths with the increase of the pressure noticed for each isotherm and
not justiﬁable by the skin eﬀect. This phenomenon was interpreted as the
eﬀect of a further energy loss process such as water absorption.
The dielectric constant εr was obtained as mean value of ε
TM11
r and ε
TE11
r
determined as:
εTM11r =
(fTM110 (Ts)
fTM11(Ts)
)2
(3.6)
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εTE11r =
(fTE110 (Ts)
fTE11(Ts)
)2
(3.7)
where f0 is the frequency in vacuum and Ts is the set point temperature,
that is the exact T value of the isotherm at which water vapour εr is wanted.
Following the calculation of the gas density in the cavity using the wa-
ter equation of state, a water polarizability value was obtained from each
isotherm, ﬁtting the quantity (εr−1)/(εr+2) as a function of the gas density
ρ. The slope of each ﬁtting curve represents a ℘w value. This is apparent
from Eq. (3.8):
εr − 1
εr + 2
=
(
Aw +
Bw
T
)
· ρ = ℘w · ρ (3.8)
For the sake of clarity, only part of the data are shown in Figure 3.8 and
no uncertainties were drawn.
Figure 3.8: Quantity (εr − 1)/(εr + 2) plotted as a function of the gas density ρ for four
of the nine isotherms measured. Dielectric values are represented scaled for
an arbitrary factor n.
Straight line resulted to be the best curve with which ﬁtting isotherms at
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temperature below 430 K, but it wasn't the same for isotherms at higher T .
When interpolated with a linear equation, ﬁt residuals showed a systematic
distribution as a function of ρ, eﬀect that disappeared when ﬁtted with a
quadratic curve such as:
εr − 1
εr + 2
=
(
Aw +
Bw
T
)
· ρ+ b(T ) · ρ2. (3.9)
Figure 3.9 shows residuals shape for isotherm at the higher temperature
(T = 506 K) when ﬁtted with both a straight line and a quadratic curve.
Figure 3.9: Residuals of the isotherm at T = 506 K when ﬁtted with a straight line and
a quadratic curve.
Comparing Eq. (3.9) with Eq. (1.44), it is apparent that ρ coeﬃcient
corresponds to ℘w, the molar polarizability of water in the limit of zero
pressure, while the ρ2 coeﬃcient is the second dielectric virial coeﬃcient
bε(T ).
In Table 3.2 ℘w values obtained from the ﬁtting procedure of each isotherm
with their combined uncertainties are listed.
The uncertainty values of ℘w are obtained as combination of more contri-
butions which come from the measurement of frequency, pressure, tempera-
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T ℘w uC(℘w)
K cm3·mol−1 cm3·mol−1
356 61.330 0.342
376 58.519 0.155
406 53.574 0.095
426 51.668 0.142
446 49.835 0.087
456 48.821 0.054
466 47.951 0.034
486 46.086 0.027
506 44.490 0.047
Table 3.2: Values of ℘w and their combined uncertainties obtained from the ﬁtting pro-
cedure of each isotherm.
ture, density. Recalling Eq. (3.1), it is apparent that the density ρ and the
dielectric constant of water εr determine the value and uncertainty of ℘w.
The uncertainty on the dielectric constant is determined by the uncer-
tainty of measurements of frequencies in vacuum and in water vapour, since
εr is obtained as mean value of ε
TM11
r and ε
TE11
r , determined using Eqs. (3.6)
and (3.7).
Concerning the density, its uncertainty results from combination of water
equation of state uncertainty with those of temperature and pressure mea-
surements. As previously mentioned, the IAPWS, used for the calculus of
the density, has, in the range p − T of our interest, a relative uncertainty
ur(IAPWS) = 3 · 10−4.
Temperature measurement is aﬀected by PRTs calibration uncertainty
and temperature gradient ∆T , which quantiﬁes the T nonuniformity in the
cavity. Gas pressure measurement is given by the combination of Eq. (3.4)
and Eq. (3.5), so its uncertainty is composed of a contribution which come
from the absolute transducer and one from the diﬀerential manometer. This
last one is given by the diﬀerential transducer zero dependence on p, pre-
viously quantiﬁed in m with a relative uncertainty ur(m) = 6.8 · 10−3 , the
repeatability of zero with temperature and the uncertainty of the absolute
transducer.
For the sake of clarity, in Table 3.3 the diﬀerent sources of uncertainty
on the measurement of ℘w for the isotherm at 506 K are reported.
Water polarizability values summarized in Table 3.2 are plotted in Figure
3.10 as a function of the inverse of temperature.
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Source of uncertainty ur(℘w)
Frequency 1.36 · 10−3
Temperature, PRT calibration 5.9·10−5
Temperature, gradient 0.4·10−3
Absolute pressure 2.7 · 10−3
Diﬀerential pressure 2.1 · 10−2
Table 3.3: Sources and their contributions to the relative uncertainty of water polariza-
bility.
Figure 3.10: Water polarizability values as a function of the inverse of temperature
ﬁtted with a straight line. Coeﬃcients obtained from the ﬁtting procedure
determine the Debye constant values.
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Fitting this data with a weigthed linear curve (y = a+ b ·x) and recalling
Eq. (3.1), Debye constant values were found:
Aw = (3.906± 0.140) cm3 mol−1 (3.10)
Bw = (2.0607± 0.0068) · 104 cm3 mol−1 K (3.11)
Knowing Bw and using Eq. (1.45), the dipole moment µ of water was
also determined:
µ = (1.839± 0.003) D (3.12)
Fitting all isotherms with a quadratic curve as Eq. (3.9), values for
the second dielectric virial coeﬃcient bε(T ) of water were determined and
experimental values obtained are shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Comparison between experimental second dielectric virial coeﬃcient bε(T )
values of water with theoretical models.
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst experimental determination of such
quantities. At the moment only theoretical models and computational me-
thods of intermolecular potentials exist. The two curves plotted in Figure
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3.11 represent the dielectric virial coeﬃcient bε(T ) calculated using the ASP-
W4 potential [42] and using the VRT-ASP-W potential (dot line), revised
by Fellers [43]. Experimental values obtained in this work partially follow
theoretical trends. A better investigation is necessary.
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Chapter 4
Determination of water vapour
mole fractions in humid gas
mixtures
In this Chapter, the capability of the quasi-spherical microwave resonator in
detecting the amount of water in a humid gas mixture is investigated.
The experiment carried out consists on ﬂowing a humid mixture, pro-
duced by the INRiM humidity generator, through the cavity and comparing
the mixture water vapour mole fraction xw measured using the microwave
technique with the value given by the generator.
The experiment was realised twice, using two diﬀerent humid mixtures,
H2O/N2 and H2O/air, and two diﬀerent INRiM humidity generators. One
is the INRiM standard humidity generator for frost-point temperatures Tfp
and it was used to produce mixtures with Tfp between 241 K and 270 K. The
other one is a commercial two-pressure humidity generator and it was used
to generate mixtures with a dew point temperature Tdp between 272 K and
291 K. The functioning of the microwave technique was tested over a range
of xw between 0.3 ·10−3 and 21 ·10−3. All the experiment was run at ambient
pressure.
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mixture
4.1 Determination of the water vapour mole
fraction in a H2O/N2 mixture
4.1.1 Experiment
A ﬁrst test of the performance of the microwave resonator as an hygrometer
was carried out using the INRiM standard frost-point humidity generator
[44]. The generator was used to ﬂow H2O/N2 mixtures of variable composi-
tion.
The diagram of the manifold realised for this experiment is shown in
Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Diagram of the manifold realised for the microwave determination of the
water mole fractions of H2O/N2 mixtures.
The generator was operated in re-circulation mode and frost-point tem-
peratures between 241 K and 270 K were set on it. The gas of variable
composition ﬂowed through the manifold and the microwave resonator, con-
tained in a vacuum- and pressure-tight stainless-steel vessel. The vessel was
immersed in a liquid stirred bath which maintained the temperature stable
within ± 0.1 K at a set point of 275.5 K. The temperature of the manifold
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and of the resonator was always maintained higher than Tfp to avoid the
condensation of the water vapour contained in the mixture.
The temperature of the gas within the resonant cavity was estimated from
the average of the readings of two capsule platinum resistance thermometers
(PRTs), embedded into copper blocks, clamped to bosses on the upper and
lower parts of the cavity exterior.
The uncertainty of the determination of the gas temperature is estimated
to be uC(T ) = 0.05 K. This value of uC(T ) results from the combined inﬂu-
ence of the thermal gradients measured across the resonator, typically less
than 0.02 K, and the accuracy of the employed sensors, which is 0.035 K in
reason based on their tolerance class (1/10 DIN) and the working tempera-
ture range (275 K to 293 K) of interest in this study.
The pressure of the gas within the vessel and the resonator was measured
using a piezoresistive barometer (Druck Model DPI142) connected to the
manifold by a short section of PTFE tubing.
Finally the system was connected to a dry scroll primary pump to evac-
uate the resonator when necessary.
Figure 4.2: Resonator and microwave cables inside the stainless-steel vessel.
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Figure 4.3: Images of the manifold realised in INRiM laboratory for the microwave de-
termination of the water mole fraction of H2O/N2 mixtures of variable com-
postion. On the left: the network analyser (Agilent Technologies E5071C
300 kHz - 20 GHz, the barometer (Druck DPI142) and the liquid stirred
bath; on the right: the INRiM standard frost point humidity generator.
Prior to ﬂowing humid gas mixtures through the experiment, the gen-
erator outlet was isolated, the vessel and the resonator were evacuated by
means of the dry pump and the mean corrected eigenfrequencies 〈f0 + g0〉
of the modes TM11 and TE11 were measured at T0 = (275.48 ± 0.05)
K. Subsequently, the resonator was ﬁlled with dry nitrogen at a pressure
p1 = (104.290 ± 0.015) kPa and 〈fN2p1 〉 and 〈gN2p1 〉 were measured at T1 =
(275.59± 0.05) K.
From these data, upon applying frequency corrections for the compression
of the resonator under pressure (see Eq. (2.5)) and the thermal expansion
(see Eq. (2.3)) due to the slight diﬀerence ∆T = T1−T0, the permittivity of
nitrogen at p1, T1 was calculated using Eq. (1.53) that, in this case, became:
εexpN2 (p1, T1) =
( 〈f0 + g0〉
〈fN2p1 + gN2p1 〉
)2
. (4.1)
The experimental value obtained was εexpN2 = (1.0005965± 0.0000004). It
diﬀered from the expected value εcalcN2 = (1.0005993 ± 0.0000001) reported
in literature [23,28] by 2.6 ppm. We identiﬁed in the undetermined con-
taminants present in the nitrogen sample, or in the underestimate of the
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gas density, resulting from our imperfect determination of the pressure and
temperature of the N2 sample, the cause of such a discrepancy.
4.1.2 Results and discussion
After the calibration with dry nitrogen, the resonator temperature was main-
tained costant at 275.5 K, while the frost-point temperature Tfp of the gen-
erator was varied between 241.86 K and 270.01 K in seven steps. These
variations of Tfp corresponded to changes in the water vapour mole fraction
xgenw between 0.312 · 103 and 4.401 · 103, as reported in Table 4.1, second
column.
Values of xgenw were calculated according to the formulation by Davis [45]
and Giacomo [46], which make reference to the paper of Hyland and Wexler
[47]. The mole fraction of water vapour xw in the moist gas, in fact, can't be
measured directly, but it can be derived either from a measurement of the
relative humidity RH or from the measurement of the dew-point Tdp/frost-
point Tfp temperature. In both cases, the saturation vapour pressure of water
at the prevailing temperature and pressure is necessary. Expression for the
water vapour pressure at saturation (psv) is given by:
psv = e
A·T 2+B·T+C+D·T−1 (4.2)
with A = 1.2378847 ·10−5 K−2, B = −1.9121316 ·10−2 K−1, C = 33.93711047
and D = −6.3431645 · 103 K for vapour above liquid water, while A =
−1.3198825 · 10−5 K−2, B = 1.0613868 · 10−2 K−1, C = 29.32707 and D =
−6.0245282 · 103 K for vapour above ice.
Once calculated psv, xw was obtained using the following relations:
RH =
xw
xsv
(4.3)
where RH is the relative humidity and xsv is the water vapour mole fraction
in saturated moist gas, expressed as:
xsv =
psv
p
(4.4)
where p is the pressure of the moist gas.
In the ﬂowing conﬁguration, a pressure drop ∆p results between the hu-
midity generator and the pressure vessel. From the indications of a ﬂow
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meter (8.3 · 10−5 m3 s−1) and a previous pressure drop determination re-
ported in [44], we estimated ∆p = 120 Pa and accordingly we corrected the
total pressure in the saturator, which enters in the calculation of xgenw .
When the humid mixture was admitted into the cavity, resonance fre-
quencies decreased from the reference values in dry carrier gas, nitrogen in
this case, proportionally to the water content of the mixture. The TM11
and TE11 frequencies and their half-widths were measured and the dielectric
permittivity of the mixture was determined using Eq. (4.5):
εmix = ε
exp
N2
( 〈fN2p + gN2p 〉
〈fmix + gmix〉
)2
(4.5)
with corrections applied to account for slight temperature diﬀerences between
the measurements in the mixture and those done in dry gas.
Once εmix value was obtained, the water mole fraction x
res
w was determined
applying Eqs. (1.46 - 1.52) and Eqs. (1.56 - 1.58), with
℘N2 = (ρN2)
−1 ·
[
(εexpN2 − 1)/(εexpN2 + 2)
]
. Results obtained from this ﬁrst test
with their uncertainties are reported in Table 4.1.
The table is divided in three parts: one refers to the generator, one to the
values obtained experimentally with the microwave resonator and the third
part shows the comparison between xresw and x
gen
w . In particular, in the ﬁrst
column the frost point temperature Tfp values, at which measurements were
done, are reported, while in the third and fourth column the pressure pres and
the relative permittivity εmix of the mixture within the resonator are listed
respectively. Moreover, values on the ﬁrst line refer to measurements in dry
nitrogen.
4.1.3 Uncertainty analysis
The uncertainty of our estimate of xresw is dominated by the contribution
of the uncertainty of the polarizability of water vapour ℘w = Aw + Bw/T ,
whose relative uncertainty at 275 K is ur(℘w) = 0.8% and contributes to
the uncertainty of xresw as ur(x
res
w ) = 1.2%, and by the uncertainty in our
determination of the mixture density.
The uncertainty on the pressure determination, equal to u(p) = 15 Pa,
corresponds to a relative contribution to xresw uncertainty of ur(x
res
w ) = 0.2% at
Tfp = 270 K, which increases up to ur(x
res
w ) = 2.5% at Tfp = 241 K. Instead,
the temperature combined uncertainty uC(T ) = 0.05 K corresponds to a
relative contribution on xresw of ur(x
res
w ) = 0.07% at the highest temperature,
increasing up to ur(x
res
w ) = 0.6% for Tfp = 241 K.
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In Table 4.2 the uncertainty sources and their contributions to the relative
uncertainty of the water mole fraction xresw are summarised.
Source of uncertainty Unit Relative uncertainty
ur(x
res
w )
Water polarizability, ℘w cm
3 mol−1 1.2%
Pressure, p kPa 2.5%
Temperature, T K 0.63%
Resonance frequency,f Hz 0.31%
Halfwidth, g Hz 0.31%
Total uncertainty budget 2.88%
Table 4.2: Contributions to the relative uncertainty of the water mole fraction xresw .
Concerning the uncertainty of xgenw , it is given by the combined expanded
uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2) of the INRiM humidity generator on
the measurement of the frost-point temperature, which is U(Tfp) = 0.05
◦C
for −60 ◦C< Tfp < 0 ◦C [44]. The combined expanded uncertainty of Tfp
corresponds to a relative contribution on the uncertainty of xgenw equals to
Ur(x
gen
w ) = 0.53% for Tfp = 241 K, decreasing to Ur(x
gen
w ) = 0.42% at the
highest temperature.
The quality of the agreement between the generator and the microwave
hygrometer, may be conveniently expressed by the indicator
|xgenw −xresw |/
√
U(xgenw )2 + U(xresw )
2, where U(xw) is the expanded uncertainty
with a coverage factor k = 2.
In Figure 4.4 the experimental values of xresw and the theoretical ones of
xgenw with their uncertainties are graphically compared. On the y axis the
relative diﬀerence between xgenw and x
res
w is represented (∆xw/xw = (x
gen
w −
xresw )/x
gen
w ), while on the x axis the Tfp temperatures, at which measurements
were done, are indicated. The blue lines refers to the generator, while the
red points to the experimental values found using the microwave resonator.
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Figure 4.4: Relative diﬀerence between xgenw (blue lines) and x
res
w (red points).
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4.2 Microwave hygrometry with H2O/air mix-
tures prepared with a commercial two-pressure
generator
4.2.1 Experiment
In the second experiment, with the aim of testing the performance of the
microwave hygrometer as a bench instrument, the resonator was simply in-
serted in the test chamber of a commercial two-pressure humidity generator
(Thunder Scientiﬁc Corporation mod 2500).
The operating conditions are diﬀerent from those of the previous test with
the frost-point generator. In fact this time the carrier gas was air taken from
the laboratory ambient and the water mole fractions in the mixture were
higher than that measured previously.
The samples of air, whose composition was not precisely known or de-
termined, were drawn from the laboratory ambient and compressed in the
saturation chamber of the generator at four diﬀerent pressures, comprised
in the range of 108.7 kPa < psat < 394.6 kPa, corresponding to a relative
humidity RHgen generated in the expansion test chamber of approximately
25%, 50%, 75% and 90%.
The temperature of the chamber was maintained constant at (293.15 ±
0.05) K, while the relative humidity was ﬁrst increased from the lowest to
the highest set point and successively decreased, in order to check for the
measurement repeatability.
In Figure 4.5 a schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is illustrated,
while Figure 4.6 shows the commercial two-pressure generator used for this
experiment and the microwave resonator put inside the test chamber.
Each change in the humidity set point of the generator was tracked by
a corresponding change of the microwave frequencies of the resonator with
a responding time constant on the order of 40 min. This delay is mostly
due to the time that the replacement of the gas sample within the volume of
the test chamber (0.1 m3) takes. The time spent is determined by the inlet
ﬂow set on the generator (8.3 · 10−5 m3 s−1). Secondarily, additional time is
needed for the mass diﬀusion of the replacing sample from the test chamber
to the resonator interior, with a time constant determined by the diﬀusivity
of water vapour into air at ambient temperature (2.6 · 10−5 m2 s−1) [48] and
the limited sectional area of the holes machined through the resonator shell
(8.3 · 10−6 m2).
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used in the second test.
The microwave resonator is illustrated as inserted in the climatic chamber
of the commercial two-pressure humidity generator.
Figure 4.6: The commercial two-pressure humidity generator (Thunder Scientiﬁc Cor-
poration mod 2500) used in the experiment with the microwave resonator
in the test chamber.
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If needed by a particular application, the response time might be sub-
stantially reduced by directly ﬂowing humid samples through the resonator
or by enlarging the dimensions of the inlet-outlet holes. The latter alteration
of the resonator design would have a predictable eﬀect on the microwave
resonances [20] and thus a negligible impact on its performance in terms of
achievable accuracy.
The nominal values of the water mole fractions xgenw were estimated on
the basis of the temperature and pressure readings of the instrumentation
embedded in the generator, with an overall uncertainty uC(x
gen
w ) = 1.2 ·10−4,
corresponding to uC(RH) = 5 · 10−3, as declared by the manufacturer.
Since air from the laboratory ambient was used for this experiment, it was
not possible to measure the permittivity of dry air as we did with nitrogen
in the previous experiment. Thus, to calculate xresw , the permittivity of the
H2O/air mixtures was determined from the squared ratios of the resonance
frequencies previously measured in vacuum and those measured when the
humid mixture ﬁlls the resonator:
εH2O/air =
( 〈f0 + g0〉
〈fH2O/air + gH2O/air〉
)2
(4.6)
after that dimensional corrections to account for pressure and temperature
diﬀerences between diﬀerent sets of measurements are applied.
Figure 4.7 shows the shape of the triplet degenerate mode TM11. The
black line is the resonance measured when the cavity is evacuated, while the
blue and red lines are obtained when a mixture of humid air with respectively
RH = 50% and RH = 90% ﬂows through the cavity. As it is possible to
observe, the frequency values decrease while the humidity and so the water
vapor in the mixture increases.
Solving Eqs. (1.46 - 1.52) and Eqs. (1.56 - 1.58), xresw values were deter-
mined. Air was treated as a single dry component of a binary humid mixture
and its standard composition [29] was assumed, neglecting the presence of
CO2 in the sample. This simplifying assumption has an irrelevant impact
on the determination of xresw . If we consider the presence of about 400 ppm
of CO2 in the air sample, the second density virial Bair changes by 0.03 cm
3
mol−1, with a corresponding relative increase of the mixture permittivity by
0.16 ppm.
4.2.2 Discussion
Results and uncertainties obtained in this second experiment are reported in
Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.7: Triplet degenerate mode TM11 in vacuum (black), humid air with RH =
50% (blue line) and humid air with RH = 90% (red line).
Observing data in Table 4.3, it is clear that the agreement between the
generator and the resonator was worse for samples with higher relative hu-
midity. Currently, we have not a satisfactory explanation for this trend and
further investigations are necessary. However, it is worth of remarking that
not only the good repeatability has been demonstrated, but also that the
microwave determination xresw of the generated water mole fractions and x
gen
w
are in all case consistent with |xgenw − xgenw |/
√
U(xgenw )2 + U(xresw )
2 ≤ 0.8.
The uncertainty of xresw values in Table 4.3 is dominated by the imperfect
estimate of the polarizability of water with a constant relative contribution
to ur(x
res
w ) = 1.2%, while the imperfect estimate of ρ(p, T ) in the test cham-
ber, due to the uncertainty of the temperature and pressure determination,
contributes to ur(x
res
w ) between a maximum of 1.5% for RH ∼ 25% to a
minimum of 0.4% for RH ∼ 90%.
The uncertainty sources and their contribution to the relative uncertainty
of the water mole fraction xresw are summarised in Table 4.4.
Concerning the uncertainty of xgenw , it depends on the relative humidity
uncertainty of the two pressure generator u(RHgen) = 0.5%, as declared by
the manufacturer, and that corresponds to a relative contribution ur(x
gen
w ) =
0.5%.
In Figure 4.8 xresw and x
gen
w values with their uncertainties are graphically
compared. On the y axis the relative diﬀerence between xgenw and x
res
w is
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Source of uncertainty Unit Relative uncertainty
ur(x
res
w )
Water polarizability, ℘ cm3 mol−1 1.2%
Pressure, p kPa 0.17%
Temperature, T K 1.5%
Resonance frequency,f Hz 0.17%
Halfwidth, g Hz 0.17%
Total uncertainty budget 1.94%
Table 4.4: Contributions to the relative uncertainty of the water mole fraction xresw .
Figure 4.8: Relative diﬀerence between xgenw (blue lines) and x
res
w (red points).
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represented (∆xw/xw = (x
gen
w − xresw )/xgenw ), while on the x axis the Tdp tem-
peratures, at which measurements were done, are indicated. The blue lines
refer to the generator values, while the red points refer to the experimental
values determined with the microwave resonator.
Results obtained show that calculated and measured values agree within
their combined expanded uncertainty. The quality of the agreement is indeed
remarkable, considering that the water mole fraction in the mixtures spans
the range between 3 parts in 104 and 2.1 parts in 102, with a corresponding
relative permittivity which diﬀers from unity by less than 700 parts in 106.
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Chapter 5
The microwave QSR as a
condensation hygrometer
As ﬁnal step of this research project, we decided to use the quasi-spherical
microwave resonator as a condensation hygrometer and to compare its per-
formance with that of a calibrated chilled-mirror hygrometer.
In Chapter 4 of this work, the possibility to use a microwave cavity for
the determination of the amount fraction of water vapour in diﬀerent humid
mixtures was shown, but this is not enough to demonstrate the potential of
the resonator as hygrometer. The QSR in fact, to be used as condensation
hygrometer, has also to be able to identify the temperature value at which
a humid mixture starts to condensate, that means to identify the dew-point
temperature Tdp.
To understand the behaviour and the dynamics of the device in these
particular conditions, the cavity was subjected to ﬁve tests, in which the
humidity and ﬂow rate of the air supply and the temperature of the resonator
were varied.
Finally, the ability of the device to reproducibly follow step-changes in
humidity was tested and the agreement with a calibrated hygrometer was
veriﬁed.
The experiments and the results described below were realised and ob-
tained during my secondement at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL),
in Teddington (UK). During this period a suitable experimental test bench
was built and the experiments were carried out.
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The microwave cavity and the method used for data acquisition and analysis
were the same previously described in Chapter 2.
The resonator temperature was measured using two 100 Ω capsule plat-
inum resistance thermometers (PRTs), embedded in copper slabs attached
to the top and bottom of the resonator. These thermometers had previously
been calibrated at INRiM, with an estimated uncertainty of 0.01 ◦C.
The temperature of both PRTs was continuously measured with a re-
sistance bridge (ASL F700) and the average of both readings provided an
estimate of the temperature of the resonator, Tres, and thus, assuming the
thermal uniformity of the experiment, of the gas contained within its interior.
The PRT readings were used to implement proportional-integral (PI) control
of the temperature of water ﬂowing through two copper blocks attached to
the resonator. This temperature control system allowed an automated mo-
dulation of up to 0.3 ◦C in Tres. In addition, to improve the thermal stability
and uniformity of the cavity, it was wrapped in nitrile rubber foam.
Concerning the additional ports in the resonator wall, they were used to
connect the QSR to the gas manifold in Figure 5.1. Humid air was genera-
ted using a commercial two-pressure humidity generator (Thunder Scientiﬁc
Corporation model 2500) at a ﬂow rate of 10 standard litres per minute (slm)
and a pressure of approximately 200 kPa, chosen to give optimum stability in
the generated dew-point temperature Tdp. Most of the gas ﬂow was vented to
the laboratory by a relief valve; of the remaining ﬂow, regulated using a mass-
ﬂow controller (Teledyne-Hastings HFC-302), 500 standard cubic centimetres
per minute (sccm) were directed through a chilled-mirror hygrometer (MBW
DP3-D) and from 50 sccm to 400 sccm through the resonator interior.
To enhance thermal insulation, and to provide mechanical support, the
resonator was placed inside a 20-litre stainless steel vessel.
A second chilled-mirror hygrometer (MBW 373 LX) was used to measure
the dew point at the outlet of the vessel.
Both hygrometers were calibrated at NPL and their measurement uncer-
tainty was u(Tdp) = 0.02
◦C (with a coverage factor k = 1) for the range of
dew-point temperatures used in this work (9 ◦C < Tdp < 18 ◦C).
With the exception of the transitory phases, when water accumulates
within the resonator by condensation, the diﬀerence in the dew-point tem-
peratures indicated by the two hygrometers was always less than their com-
bined uncertainty. The hygrometers were vented into the laboratory, where
the ambient pressure was measured by a barometer (Druck DPI142). For the
range of applied ﬂow-rates, the ﬂow impedance from the resonator interior
and the measurement chambers of the chilled-mirror hygrometers to atmo-
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the gas-handling system realised for condensation tests at NPL.
sphere were low enough that the interior pressure could be assumed to be
equal to the barometer reading.
Figure 5.2: Experimental apparatus realised at the Acoustic Thermometry laboratory
of NPL for condensation tests.
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5.2 Detecting condensation using microwave re-
sonances
From Eq. (1.59) it is appearent that in both pure gases and mixtures, the
ratio of two normal modes of a resonator, for example a TM1n and a TE1n
mode, remains invariant and is simply equal to the ratio of the corresponding
eigenvalues, despite possible changes of the cavity temperature and pressure
and the corresponding dielectric permittivity variations. This statement is
valid until a drop of water condenses on the resonator surface. When this
happens, the eﬀect on the resonant frequency is made dependent and the
ratio of two normal modes of the cavity is no longer constant.
For these reasons, we identiﬁed in the ratio
〈fTM1n 〉
〈fTE1n 〉
in Eq. (1.59) a suitable
test-quantity to detect condensation and determine the dew-point tempera-
ture Tdp of the mixture.
5.2.1 Preliminary tests in dry air
In preparation for the subsequent investigation of the microwave hygrometer
performance with a humid air sample, we conducted an initial test to verify
to what extent the mode frequency ratios remained constant in absence of
water. The invariance of the ratios TM11/TE11 and TM12/TE11 (where
TM1n/TE11 = 〈fTM1n 〉/〈fTE11 〉) sets a lower sensitivity limit to the possible
observation of the perturbation 〈∆fd〉 (Eq. (1.58)) when condensation takes
place.
To accomplish this test, dry air (Tdp < −55 ◦C) was ﬂown through the
resonator at a rate of 100 sccm, while varying the temperature of the reso-
nator between a maximum of 13.60 ◦C and a minimum of 13.30 ◦C in steps
of 0.05 ◦C, as it is shown in Figure 5.3.
Since the dew-point temperature of the ﬂowing air sample is much lower
than the resonator temperature (Tdp  Tres), we can assume the resonator
internal surface to be essentially dry during the test, that means with no
more than few monolayers of adsorbed water.
For each temperature change, the frequency of each resonance would show
an anticorrelated variation, as a consequence of the thermal expansion of
the cavity. To a lesser extent, the frequency variation should be positively
correlated to the temperature change, due to the variation in the air density.
These expectations were conﬁrmed by the experimental observation of the
resonance frequencies. Figure 5.4 shows the variation of the mean frequency
〈fTM11 〉 (chosen for the purpose of illustration) in response to the variation of
Tres.
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Figure 5.3: Record of the induced variations of the resonator temperature Tres.
The mean frequency 〈fTM11 〉 undergoes a relative increase of 3.0 parts in 106
(ppm) in response to a temperature decrease of 0.30 ◦C. Such relative change
is in good quantitative agreement with the combined eﬀects of the decrease
in the cavity radius, which increases the mode frequency of 3.2 ppm, and the
estimated increase of the refractive index of air (in response to the increase
of density), which decreases the mode frequency by 0.6 ppm. In addition,
the slow non-monotonic variation of 〈fTM11 〉 was found to be correlated to the
variations in the laboratory pressure.
In the course of the same test, the ratios 〈fTM11 〉/〈fTE11 〉 and 〈fTM12 〉/〈fTE11 〉
remained constant within ±0.1 ppm, shown in Figure 5.5 and 5.6. The value
of this ratios thus provides an empirical estimate of the ratio ξTM1n /ξ
TE
11 when
no condensate is present within the resonator.
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Figure 5.4: Absolute and relative variations of the mean resonance frequency of mode
TM11 〈fTM11 〉 in responce to variations in the resonator temperature.
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Figure 5.5: Absolute and relative variation of the ratio 〈fTM11 〉/〈fTE11 〉 in response to the
resonator temperature proﬁle.
Figure 5.6: Absolute and relative variation of the ratio 〈fTM12 〉/〈fTE11 〉 in response to the
resonator temperature proﬁle.
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5.2.2 Condensation tests in humid air
The temperature variation test described above was repeated by ﬂowing hu-
mid air through the resonator, with a nominal dew-point temperature of
Tdp = 13.42
◦C at a rate of 100 sccm.
During the test, the resonator temperature Tres was alternatively varied
below and above the Tdp. The lowest temperature of the resonator was thus
0.15 ◦C below Tdp, and the highest temperature was 0.15 ◦C above Tdp.
Diﬀerently from the observations in dry air, as a consequence of conden-
sation the frequency ratios did not remain constant during the test. The
relative diﬀerence of 〈fTM11 〉/〈fTE11 〉 and 〈fTM12 〉/〈fTE11 〉 from their reference va-
lues previously measured in dry air are illustrated in Figure 5.7 and 5.8.
Figure 5.7: Relative diﬀerence between the frequency ratio 〈fTM11 〉/〈fTE11 〉 measured in
humid air (blue line) and in dry air (red line). The resonator temperature
proﬁle (black line) is also represented.
From the observation of the data in Figure 5.7, it is apparent that when
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Figure 5.8: Relative diﬀerence between the frequency ratio 〈fTM12 〉/〈fTE11 〉 measured in
humid air (blue line) and in dry air (red line). The resonator temperature
proﬁle (black line) is also represented.
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Tres = 13.60
◦C, a temperature which is higher than the dew-point of the
incoming humid sample, the value of the ratios remain constant, though lower
by 0.7 ppm than the dry air values. Seemingly, this slight reduction indicates
that condensate layer is present on the cavity surface. We think that it might
be due to an increase in surface adsorbed water. Also, this diﬀerence might
be a consequence of a frequency dependence in the permittivity of water
vapour, which would aﬀect the two modes diﬀerently.
Independently from the cause of this discrepancy, we remark that, as in
the previous tests with dry air, these ratios remain invariant as for as Tres is
maintained above Tdp. As soon as Tres < Tdp, the ratios steadily decrease,
indicating that water is being condensed on the resonator surface. Each time
that Tres is raised back to 13.60
◦C, the mode ratios return to their initial
values, implying that the condensed water is evaporated from the surface.
Moreover, when Tdp < Tres < 13.60
◦C, the ratios initially decrease but then
appear to settle towards new steady values (plateaus). It seems that only
when Tres < Tdp, continuous accumulation of water occurs, as we expected.
Assuming that the average values of TM11/TE11 and TM12/TE11 pre-
viously measured in dry air correspond to the condition of perfectly dry
cavity, in this case the volume of condensed water in the resonator equals to
zero (Vw = 0), from the value of the mode ratios and using Eq. (1.65), we
can estimate the equivalent volume of water formed on the resonator internal
surface.
In Figure 5.9 the estimated volume of the water accumulated during the
experiment is shown with the correspondent average layer thickness. For the
resonator used in this work, which has a radius of a = 25.4 mm, 1 mm3 of
condensed water is equivalent to a layer with a thickness of 123 nm, supposing
that the water is distributed uniformly.
It is interesting to observe that, for Tres = 13.60
◦C, the value of the fre-
quency ratios correspond to a water volume of 0.5 mm3 inside the resonator,
which means an average condensate layer thickness of 62 nm on the cavity
surface. Though the thickness of the layer is more than we would expect from
typical surface adsorption phenomena, however, the agreement between the
results obtained from the two frequency ratios, which stands out from Figure
5.9, is remarkable, particularly if we consider the simplifying assumptions of
the electromagnetic model and the large diﬀerence (a factor 6.4) in sensi-
tivity to the water condensation of the two mode ratios examined. Finally,
those results seem to suggest that the rate of water accumulation depends on
the diﬀerence between the resonator temperature and the dew-point of the
mixture which ﬂows through the cavity.
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Figure 5.9: Volume of water accumulated during the experiment and correspondent
average layer thickness. The volume is calculated from the mode ratios
TM11/TE11 (blue line) and TM12/TE11 (red line).
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5.3 Modelling the resonator as an ideal con-
denser
To improve our understanding of the previous observations and to develop
a model capable of quantitative predictions of water accumulated in the
resonator, we assume that the resonator acts as an ideal condenser to do
some simple calculations and considerations.
Under this assumption, when Tres < Tdp, water contained in the incoming
gas condenses on the surface of the resonator until the vapour pressure of
water in the gas is equal to the saturation vapour pressure pw(T ) at Tres.
In these conditions, from a ﬂowing gas supply at a dew point above the
resonator temperature, water continuously accumulates and the gas leaving
the resonator should have a dew point temperature equal to Tres. On the
contrary, when Tres > Tdp, water contained in the incoming gas evaporates
until no condensate is present inside the cavity.
On the basis of this simple model, the amount of water accumulated
within the resonator in a given period of time can be calculated as a function
of four parameters: the mass-ﬂow rate dn/dt, measured by the mass-ﬂow
controller and expressed in standard cubic centimetres per minute (sccm);
the pressure of the gas in the resonator p; the dew-point temperature of the
incoming gas sample Tdp; the temperature of the resonator Tres.
The measured ﬂow rate can be converted from sccm to mole per second
using the ideal gas equation:
dn
dt
=
pstp
RTstp
dV
dt
= 7.436 · 10−7 ·Q mol s−1 (5.1)
where R = 8.314 J mol−1 K−1 is the molar gas constant, Tstp = 273.15 K
and pstp = 101325 Pa are the standard temperature and pressure (STP) and
dV/dt = Q(10−6/60) m3 s−1 is the volumetric ﬂow rate at STP. Thus, for
example, a ﬂow of 100 sccm corresponds to dn
dt
= 7.436 · 10−7 · 100 mol s−1 in
SI units.
The amount of water that accumulates in the resonator in a given period
of time is given by the diﬀerence between the water amount coming in and the
amount going out. Because Tdp > Tres, the rate at which water accumulates
is given by:
dnw
dt
=
dn
dt
(xin − xout) = 7.436 · 10−7 ·Q(xin − xout) mol s−1 (5.2)
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where xin and xout are the mole fractions of water in air at dew point tem-
peratures Tdp and Tres and respectively:
xin =
pw(Tdp)
p
, (5.3)
xout =
pw(Tres)
p
, (5.4)
where p is the pressure in the resonator, which is closely approximated by
the barometric pressure in the laboratory, and pw(T ) is the saturation vapour
pressure of water. Suitable functions for calculating pw(T ) were taken from
[32].
Since the microwave measurements provide an estimate of the volume
of water accumulated on the resonator surface, it is convenient to convert
the molar accumulation rate to a volumetric accumulation rate. Considering
that the molar mass of water is 18 g·mol−1 and the density is 103 kg·m−3, we
obtain:
dVw
dt
= 48.19 ·Q(xin − xout) mm3 h−1. (5.5)
As a veriﬁcation of the validity of the model of the resonator as an ideal
condenser, we compared its predictions of the values of dVw/dt with the
water volumetric accumulation results obtained experimentally. This test
was repeated for diﬀerent values of ﬂow rate.
The experiment consisted in maintaining the resonator at a constant tem-
perature Tres = 13.1
◦C, while a ﬂow of humid air with Tdp = 13.5 ◦C passes
through it at a ﬁxed ﬂow rate. After several hours of measurement, the con-
densed water is removed from the cavity by a ﬂow of dry air. This test was
repeated using diﬀerent ﬂow rates between 50 sccm and 400 sccm in steps of
50 sccm.
The results in Figure 5.10 show that, the rate with which water accumu-
lates on the surface of the cavity is ﬂow dependent.
For all ﬂow rates, the accumulated volume is a nearly-linear function of
time and the values obtained from the two mode ratios are in agreement,
until a critical point is reached and a sudden change takes place. Beyond
this point, the two mode ratios disagree and the shape of the curves radically
changes. The sudden nature of this event seggests that, when the volume
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Figure 5.10: Volume of water accumulated at selected ﬂow rates. The volume is calcu-
lated from the mode ratios TM11/TE11 (blue line) and TM12/TE11 (red
line).
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of water accumulated on the resonator surface reaches a critical amount,
aggregation of the condensed water into a large droplet might take place,
such as can be observed on a chilled-mirror hygrometer if unstable control
allows it to undershoot in temperature. We also observed a sudden increase
in width of the resonances, presumably due to dielectric losses in the large
droplet.
For each ﬂow rate, the accumulation rate dVw/dt can be calculated from
a linear ﬁt to the subset of data before the critical point is reached. The
experimental dVw/dt values obtained are plotted in Figure 5.11 as a function
of the ﬂow rate and compared with the theorical values predicted by the
ideal-condenser model.
Figure 5.11: Water accumulation rate as a function of the ﬂow, calculated from the mode
ratios TM11/TE11 (blue line) and TM12/TE11 (red line) and considering
the model of an ideal condenser.
The slight kink, that can be observed in the graph between 250 sccm
and 300 sccm, is due to a decrease in Tdp of 0.06
◦C following a re-ﬁlling
of the humidity generator. The agreement between the two mode ratios is
remarkable and, considering there are no experimentally determined para-
meters in these calculations, the agreement between the electromagnetic and
ideal-condenser models appears satisfactory.
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The water accumulation rate was also studied at a constant ﬂow of 300
sccm of humid air with Tdp = 13.5
◦C as a function of resonator temperature,
which is varied to be above and below the dew point temperature. Tres was
varied between 13.7 ◦C (starting value) and 13.0 ◦C (minimum). Every four
hours of measurement, Tres was reduced in steps included between 0.05
◦C
and 0.15 ◦C. Mid-way through the sequence, the resonator was purged with
dry air to prevent the achieving of the critical volume point, observed in
Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.12: Water accumulation rate as a function of the temperature diﬀerence bet-
ween the dew-point temperature and the resonator temperature, calculated
from the mode ratios TM11/TE11 (blue line) and TM12/TE11 (red line)
and considering the model of an ideal condenser.
In Figure 5.12 the experimental accumulation rates are plotted versus the
temperature diﬀerence (Tres − Tdp). It is apparent from these data that no
water condensation takes place when Tres > Tdp, while, when Tres < Tdp,
water accumulates at a rate that is roughly proportional to |Tres− Tdp|. It is
interesting to note that when Tres < Tdp, the slope of the experimental and
modelled curves would nearly coincide if a shift of 0.1 ◦C was applied.
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5.4 Practical test of the microwave resonator
as a dew-point hygrometer
In a ﬁnal test the resonator was used as a dew-point hygrometer and its
performance was evaluated.
In a conventional chilled-mirror dew-point hygrometer, condensation in
the form of dew or frost is induced on a small mirror embedded within the
instrument. The mirror is cooled until drops of water start to condensate
on its surface and, at this point, its temperature is controlled so that a
layer of condensate of constant optical thickness is maintained on its surface.
Changes in layer thickness are detected measuring the intensity of a beam of
light reﬂected from the mirror.
In our experiment, the mirror surface is represented by the cavity inner
surface and the beam of light by the steady microwave ﬁeld and the tem-
perature control is actuated on the entire resonator. This is realized using
a proportional-integral algorithm such that the water volume, consequently
the thickness, is held constant on the resonator.
For this test, we chose to maitain constant the value of the water volume
in the cavity at 3.3 mm3, which is easily detectable and responds to an
average layer thickness of 400 nm.
In this experiment the ﬂow rate was set to 300 sccm and Tdp was ﬁrst
decreased from 13.5 ◦C to 9.5 ◦C in steps of 1 ◦C and then increased back up
to 13.5 ◦C. Since the temperature control system only allowed for 0.3 ◦C of
automated modulation, the temperature of the cooling water was manually
changed in 1 ◦C steps with Tdp. After each change in the dew-point, the
resonator typically took about three hours to reach a stable temperature;
once that stability was reached, measurements were recorded for at least
four hours. The responding performance of the resonator in comparison with
the dew-point hygrometer is shown in Figure 5.13.
The mean values of Tdp and Tres are compared in Figure 5.14.
For the range of dew-point temperature investigated, the diﬀerence bet-
ween Tdp and Tres is fairly constant, with an average value of (Tdp − Tres) =
0.08 ◦C and a standard deviation of 0.02 ◦C. This diﬀerence, larger than the
combined uncertainty of u(Tdp) = 0.02
◦C and u(Tres) = 0.02 ◦C, could be
explained by the non-uniformity of the resonator temperature, which would
imply a diﬀerence between the actual temperature of the cavity and its mea-
sured estimate. Improvements in the thermal uniformity could signiﬁcantly
reduce this diﬀerence. The variability in (Tdp−Tres) = 0.08 ◦C at the repeated
dew-points, it is at most 0.03 ◦C. This repeatable performance is comparable
with that typical of a chilled mirror hygrometer.
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hygrometer
Figure 5.13: Chilled-mirror hygrometer (red line) and resonant hygrometer (blue line)
performances.
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hygrometer
Figure 5.14: Comparison between dew-point values measured by the chilled-mirror hy-
grometer and the resonator.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Laboratory and ﬁeld measurements of humidity in air near atmospheric pres-
sure are well established. However, there is a current need to measure dew
point (and other humidity parameters) in diverse industrial gases, at a wide
range of pressures and temperatures. Measurement needs include natural gas
(pressures to at least 7 MPa), nuclear reactor heat exchange gases (H2, He
and CO2 to several MPa), and various others. The options for robust sensors
tolerant to contamination and drift-free operation in these varied conditions
are currently limited. Such applications would potentially beneﬁt from a
novel versatile technique for measurements of dew point, if it could tolerate
these extreme industrial conditions.
The research work described and discussed in this thesis was inserted
in this context of needs, exploring the potential of a microwave resonator
in addressing these issues. Because of their simple, rugged design and the
remarkably high accuracy in the measurement of resonance frequencies, mi-
crowave resonators could possibly oﬀer a solution to these challenging metro-
logical requirements. Particularly, a triaxial ellipsoidal microwave resonator
was subjected to diﬀerent kinds of experiments to demonstrate its validity
for hygrometry.
Initially, with the aim of reducing the uncertainty currently associated to
the literature values of the constants in the Debye equation, the dielectric
constant of pure water vapour was measured in the temperature range from
320 K to 470 K at pressures up to 1.7 MPa. The results obtained from
these measurements were only partly satisfactory, as the aimed reduction of
the uncertainty was modest. However, from these same results, the second
dielectric virial coeﬃcient of water vapour and its temperature dependence
could be determined. To the author's knowledge, this is the ﬁrst experimental
determination of such quantities ever reported, and its relevance is stressed
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by the possible capability of these results to test the theoretical models and
the computational methods of intermolecular potentials. Additionally, the
same experiments demonstrated the capability of the microwave technique to
maintain its performance over the extended temperature and pressure range
required by several industrial hygrometric applications.
Successively, the microwave technique was tried with measurements in
humid binary mixtures at ambient pressure, comparing the relative humid-
ity of H2O/air and H2O/N2 mixtures alternatively produced by a standard
humidity available at INRiM and measured using the microwave resonator.
Summarizing the results of these tests, the reference and measured water
mole fractions xw were found to agree within their combined expanded un-
certainty. The quality of the agreement is remarkable, considering that xw in
these mixtures spans the range between 3 parts in 104 and 2.1 parts in 102,
corresponding to relative permittivities which diﬀer from unity by less than
700 ppm.
Finally, the microwave QSR was subjected to tests of its capability to
perform direct measurements of the dew-point temperature Tdp. Again this
capability was satisfactorily demonstrated, although in this case a diﬀerence
of (0.08± 0.02) ◦C in the dew-point temperature measured by the resonator
and the reference chilled mirror hygrometer was observed. This diﬀerence,
which was larger than the combined uncertainty of Tdp measured by the
hygrometer and the resonator, is likely to be due to the imperfect thermal
uniformity of the resonator, caused by the limited performance achieved in
thermostatting the apparatus.
Considering the experimental tests and the results summarized above as
a whole, the microwave device presented here might oﬀer some interesting
advantages with respect to traditional hygrometers. Firstly, the same in-
strumentation may be used in two ways: to measure the water fraction in a
gaseous mixture well away from saturation conditions, or alternatively, for a
direct measurement of the dew point. Measurement of water fraction requires
the independent knowledge of the permittivity and the equation of state of
the mixture components. However, the saturation curve or condensation
temperature can be found even when this information is unavailable. The
versatility implied by this two-fold capability is unique among hygrometric
instrumentation.
When used as a condensation hygrometer, the method described in this
work allows a quantitative estimate of the thickness and volume of the con-
densate layer. As the device capabilities will be further developed, a com-
bined microwave and optical dew-point detector would allow the microwave
signature of optically signiﬁcant condensed layers to be studied. The mi-
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crowave technique also oﬀers the possibility to assess the spatial uniformity
of the condensate layer by examining the relative perturbations of the indi-
vidual modes within a triplet.
A few weak points in the performance of the microwave technique be-
came evident from the results of the reported experiments. However, these
diﬃculties could be overcome by designing a purpose-built device. As im-
plemented in this work, and in contrast to traditional instrumentation (i.e.
chilled mirror hygrometers), the microwave device showed an exceptionally
slow response. However, simply using copper as the fabricating material
and eliminating the unnecessary excess mass would reduce the response time
signiﬁcantly. In this work a network analyzer was used for precise track-
ing of the resonator resonance frequencies. While this type of instrument is
both costly and bulky, simpler oscillators and/or dedicated electronics would
signiﬁcantly reduce these drawbacks. Additionally, other microwave func-
tionality could be implemented, such as a high-power heating mode which
could rapidly remove condensed layers.
Speculating about possible developments of this research, the potential of
the microwave method might be tested over a wider temperature and pressure
range and for a variety of humid gases diﬀerent from nitrogen and air. Finally
we note that the use of a quasi-spherical resonator is a complication which we
believe is not strictly necessary. By appropriate choice of modes, a cylindrical
resonator could be used and this would oﬀer several advantages, most notably
reduced cost of manufacture.
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Appendix A
Glossary of hygrometric
quantities
For a better understanding of this work, some deﬁnitions of measured quan-
tities in hygrometry and of interest for us are reported. These deﬁnitions are
taken from  A Guide to the Measurement of Humidity, published by the
Institute of Measurement & Control in 1996, ISBN 0-904457-24-9, and pre-
pared by the National Physical Laboratory and the Institute of Measurement
& Control.
Absolute humidity - The mass of water vapour present in unit volume
of moist air of a given temperature and pressure.
Dew point (or dew-point temperature) - The temperature at which
dew, or condensation, forms, on cooling a gas. This is the temperature at
which air becomes saturated in equilibrium with water. Negative dew points,
with respect to supercooled water below 0 ◦C, are always shown with a minus
(-) sign. The term dew point is often used generally to include frost point.
However in the range just below 0 ◦C, where either frost or dew (supercooled
water) can form, the values of dew point and frost point diﬀer.
Frost point (or frost point temperature) - The temperature at which
frost point forms on cooling a gas. This is the temperature at which air is
saturated in equilibrium with ice.
Mole fraction - The mole fraction of a component is the ratio of the
amount (number of moles) of that component to the total amount of sub-
stance present. It is expressed as a dimensionless ratio.
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Relative humidity - The ratio of the actual vapour pressure to the
saturation vapour pressure over a plane liquid water surface at the same
temperature, expressed as a percentage If e is the actual vapour pressure
and es is the saturation vapour pressure:
relative humidity (in %) =
e
es
× 100
Saturation vapour pressure (of water) - The maximum pressure of
water that can exist at a given temperature.
Vapour pressure - That part of total pressure contributed by the water
vapour.
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